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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
This report (along with associated documents listed in the appendices)
provides the methods, analysis, results, and evidence required to
demonstrate that our portfolio of 5 offices can be deemed net zero carbon in
accordance with the UKGBC Net Zero Carbon Building Framework set of
documents.
The scope considered is for operational carbon emissions only, for the period
31st January 2020 to 30st January 2021 (366 days, 1 leap year). Embodied
(construction) emissions are not considered.

Office energy consumption and comparisons to
the UKGBC net zero carbon targets for offices
For the period being assessed the energy data analysis has shown that four
out of our five offices meet their respective UKGBC 2020-2025 net zero
carbon interim energy targets.
Overall, our 5-Office portfolio the measured electrical equivalent energy use
was 108kWheq/m2/yr which is 4% less than the UKGBC target, based on an
area weighted average of individual office targets.
Our Bristol office doesn’t meet its UKGBC energy use intensity (EUI) target.
However, this is somewhat misleading, as the data is not measured. There is
no metering to our tenancy; the energy use has been estimated from a
benchmark.
Energy and carbon emissions data for each office with comparison to past
years’ data is given in Section 3 of this report.

Quality of the energy consumption values
The quality (accuracy) of the presented energy consumption values is thought
to be high. Nearly all values are derived from meter reading data, with only a
small fraction based on estimates. The methods and references to the data
sources used to derive the figures are given in the main body of the report.
The 3rd Party Verifier has been provided with copies of the data sources.
Appendix A describes the methods used to calculate each office’s energy
consumption. Appendix D includes refences to the copies of the data sources
(such as copies of bills).

EUI reduction actions plans
Energy use intensity (EUI) reduction actions plans are required for buildings
whose energy consumption exceeds those of the relevant UKGBC interim
energy target. Accordingly, we have provided an EUI reduction action plan for
our Bristol office, the first step of which is to install electricity metering to our
tenancy and/or end uses (if we plan to stay in that office, which we may not).
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Trajectory plans for phasing out the use of fossil
fuels
The main body of the report includes proposed trajectory plans for the phase
out of on-site fossil fuels.
Our London office used gas boilers for heating and hot water production. It is
estimated that our 3rd floor boiler could require replacement (with a non
fossil fuel alternative) by 2025 and the boilers serving the 1st and second floor
by 2035. The first stage of our trajectory plan for London is to undertake a
feasibility study on how the phase out could be achieved considering options
such as heat loss reduction, heat pumps and direct electric heating.
Our Manchester, Edinburgh and Bristol offices are heated with heat from gas
boilers owned by our landlords, as such, the potential for us to influence
change is somewhat limited in these locations. Our trajectory plans for these
locations include a) making contact with our landlords to encourage them to
decarbonise their heating systems and offering them assistance to do so; and
b) undertaking a feasibility study on providing our own heat pumps to serve
just our tenancies.
Our Cambridge office does not use any fossil fuel on-site, so no trajectory
plan is required for this aspect.
Further details of the trajectory plans are included in Section 3 and Appendix
E.

Renewable energy procurement
The report presents the detail of our renewable electricity procurement for
our 5 offices.
Our London office includes a PV array, the generation and use from which
was estimated to account for 1% of our total demand.
Our London Office is supplied with electricity from Green Energy, this is one
of the supply types recognised as a High Quality Green Tarif by the UKGBC,
that is, recognised as being genuinely renewable, not subject to offsetting.
This represents 72% of our total 5-office portfolio electricity consumption.
Evidence for the tariff type, scope and duration is given in Section 3.1 of the
report.
At our other four offices we are not in control of the electricity supplies, they
are provided and controlled by our landlords. For these cases we assumed the
electricity supplies were from standard, non-green tariffs. In accordance with
the UKGBC Renewable Energy Procurement and Offsetting Guide (in order to
promote the uptake of renewable energy), we purchased and retired
unbundled REGO certificates to correspond with the 37MWhr of annual use
from these offices.
The details and evidence of the REGO certificate purchases are given in
Section 5 of this report.

Increasing renewable energy supply

Transparency, verification and disclosure

Only our London office has on-site renewable generation, occupying the
maximum area we have permission to site PV panels. For all our other offices
we don’t currently have permission to install PV. Looking forward, for each of
our offices we plan to explore the feasibility of increasing on-site renewable
energy supply by installing or increasing PV. The studies will need to consider
the potential for securing permission from our landlords.

The work is presented with a high degree of transparency. The methods and
data sources used to derive the key performance characteristics needed to
make a claim for net zero carbon (e.g. energy consumption, floor areas,
renewable energy procurement details) are included in the report and the
associated appendices.

We also plan to consider asking our landlords (for all offices except London)
to consider procuring electricity via renewable tariffs.

Carbon accounting
Carbon accounting using the location based, market based and UKGBC
approaches are presented in Section 4 of the report. The carbon emissions for
our 5-office portfolio, for the period in question (before offsetting) was
calculated to be 38 tCO₂e.

Carbon offsetting
We chose to adopt the UKGBC Leadership Transition Fund approach
volunteering to pay 85 £/tCO₂e for our carbon emissions, exceeding the
UKGBC recommendation of a carbon price of at least 70 £/tCO₂e. The effect is
that we purchased around 6 times more carbon offset / PIU credits than the
minimum (38 tCO₂e) required. The motivation for this is to accelerate funding
to and progress on projects that contribute to the transition to a net zero
carbon future.
When selecting an offsetting scheme, we considered pros, cons, perceived
likelihood of success (actually reducing atmospheric CO₂ levels) and other
benefits. We chose to fund projects using a combination of the following:
1.
2.
3.

Katingan Peatland and Forest Conservation. Verified Carbon
Standard (VCS), Verified Carbon Units (VCU): 38 tCO₂e
UK woodland creation (Woodland Carbon Code, Pending Issuance
Units (PIU) ): 89 tCO₂e
UK peatland restoration (under the IUCN Peatland Code): 89 tCO₂e

VCS project are verified offsets that have already happened. PIU projects are
ones that are underway or planned for the future that are expected (but not
guaranteed) to become verified offsets in the future.
The main influencing factors for choosing these types of projects were a)
biomass and peatland are carbon sinks, carbon sinks are needed as part of a
net zero future, b) forest, woodland and peatland restoration both bring
other ecological benefits and c) because some of the projects are in the UK, if
we wish, we can visit it to verify that they do indeed exist.
The total amount of carbon offsetting credits and PIU projects purchased was
216 tCO₂e. The cost (for all schemes) was 15£/tCO₂e. Further details and
evidence of our carbon offsetting is given in Section 6 of the report.

Hoare Lea have been appointed to carry out the 3rd party audit of the report
and appendices to verify that the information produced and approaches
taken are in accordance with the UKBGC Net Zero Carbon Building Framework
set of documents.
Following the verification process, this report along with the Hoare Lea 3rd
party verification report/statement will be published on the Max Fordham
website.

Look ahead: maintaining net zero carbon status for
our 5 offices between now and 2035
Appendix E of this report goes beyond what is needed to demonstrate net
zero carbon status for the 2020-2021 period being assessed. (As a result
Appendix E does not need to be considered by the 3rd Party Verifier).
This section analyses current energy performance for each office and
compares them to the UKGBC targets for 2025,2030 and 2035. To avoid the
analysis being impacted by the effects of the coronavirus pandemic the
baseline energy consumption was taken from 2018-2019.
The results of the analysis, proposed actions plans and briefs for proposed
feasibility studies are including in Appendix E.

Comments and suggestions for consideration by
UKGBC and other practitioners
We believe that we are the first to use the current set of UKGBC Net Zero
Carbon Building Framework documents (in particular, the offices energy
targets and renewable energy procurement and offsetting documents) for
such a complex and rigorous assessment.
Appendix C contains comments, suggestions, lessons learnt that could be
considered by the UKGBC for future development the net zero carbon
framework and can also act as advice to other practitioners looking to
undertake UKGBC NZCBF analyses, reporting and/or verification.
Some of the points discussed include: a) methods for determining custom
energy use targets for buildings that don’t fit the UKGBC standard metric
types, b) challenges and suggestions for the use of electrical equivalent
energy weighting factors, c) challenges and suggestions relating to purchasing
REGO certificates and process simplification in general.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

The UKGBC Net Zero Carbon Building Framework provides the following
definition of a net zero carbon building for operational energy:

Purpose and content of this report

“When the amount of carbon emissions associated with the building’s
operational energy on an annual basis is zero or negative. A net zero carbon
building is highly energy efficient and powered from on-site and/or off-site
renewable energy sources, with any remaining carbon balance offset”

This report (along with associated documents listed in the appendices)
provides the methods, analysis, results, and evidence required to
demonstrate that our portfolio of 5 offices can be deemed net zero carbon in
accordance with the UKGBC Net Zero Carbon Building Framework set of
documents.
The scope considered is for operational carbon emissions only, for the period
31st January 2020 to 31st January 2021. Embodied (construction) emissions
are not included in this analysis.

Other key features of the UKGBC Framework (or operational energy related
emissions) are the following:
•

The polluter pays. That is, the individual or organisation who uses the
energy (which incurs carbon emissions) should be the same individual or
implements measures to mitigate those emissions.

•

Improve measurement and transparency. As far as possible, building
emissions should be based on measurement (e.g. meter readings) rather
than estimates. Public disclosure of emissions should also provide
transparency about how this information has been collected and the
approach taken by a building to achieve net zero carbon.

•

Act today and improve over time. The new UKGBC Framework includes
minimum standards of energy efficiency (interim targets), and askes a
continuous-improvement approach (targets decrease over time).

The report presents the building, energy, carbon emissions and future
trajectory plan information specified in the UKGBC reporting templates1.
This includes comparison of our offices’ energy use to the UKGBC targets,
reporting of the associated carbon emissions, trajectory plans for ending our
use of fossil fuels, details of our approach to renewable energy procurement,
details of the carbon offsetting we have purchased, detail of the verifier we
have appointed and our proposals for information disclosure and
transparency.

The UKGBC Net Zero Carbon Building
Framework

The UKGBC Net Zero Carbon Building Framework is a collective term referring
to a set of (evolving) documents that set out the requirements to achieve net
zero carbon status for buildings. For the time period being assessed (January
2020 to January 2021) the relevant set of documents were\are the following:
•
•
•
•

Net Zero Carbon Buildings: A Framework Definition
(April 2019) [1]
Net Zero Carbon: Energy Performance Targets for Offices (January 2020) [2]
Renewable Energy Procurement & Carbon Offsetting (March 2021) [3]
Net Zero Carbon Buildings: Levels of Performance (March 2021) [4]

In addition to these documents the following UKGBC web pages provide
further guidance on the required approaches for verification:
https://www.ukgbc.org/ukgbc-work/verifying-net-zero-carbon-buildings
The above set of documents and guidance were used to determine the
approaches taken for our 5 office buildings, the content of this report and the
associated Supplementary Information.

1

•

Reductions in energy demand and consumption should the first priority.
For example, by enhancing insulation so that heat demand and gas
consumption are reduced. Projects should ait to meet the UKGBC Net
Zero Carbon Energy Performance Targets. Where this is not achieved an
action plan is to be provided stating what actions will be taken to
improve building performance.

•

Ending the use of fossil fuels (For example gas for heating and cooking).
If a building uses fossil fuels, provide an action plan setting out how these
will be phased out at the next equipment replacement cycle.

•

Increasing renewable energy supply. Either on-site or from off-site. Onsite systems (such as a roof mounted PV array) are considered
preferable.

•

Make use of high-quality green tariffs. Some electricity tariffs are
considered genuinely renewable by the new UKGBC guidance. For these
tariffs no offsetting is required.

•

Purchase carbon offsetting (only after the above actions have been
implemented). Any remaining carbon should be offset using a recognised
offsetting framework.

•

Verify and publish. An auditable package of information is to be
produced that reports the building characteristics, building energy use,
carbon emissions, and methods used to calculate them along with details

See https://www.ukgbc.org/ukgbc-work/verifying-net-zero-carbon-buildings
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1.3

Structure of this report

Section 2 of this report describes methods we have used to demonstrate the
energy performance and net zero carbon balance in accordance with the
UKGBC Net Zero Carbon Building Framework.
Section 3 presents the energy use and carbon emissions data and results for
each of our 5 offices, making use of the UKGBC minimum reporting templates
that we have adapted to include more information to aid understanding.
Section 4 includes a summary of the energy performance data for each office
and the overall 5-office portfolio with comparisons to the UKGBC net zero
carbon office energy use interim targets. Section 4 also includes the required
reporting on the renewable electricity procurement types we use along with
the UKGBC specified carbon accounting reporting.
Section 5 provides further information on renewable energy procurement.

In addition to these aspects, we also include a discussion of our experiences
using the UKGBC net zero framework documents and methods along with
some suggestions for potential developments.

1.2

of any offsetting used. This information should be the subject of thirdparty auditing to avoid self-made claims.
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Section 6 provides the details of the carbon offsetting we have purchased to
achieve net zero.
Section 7: Appendix A provides details of how we have used meter and
benchmark data to calculate our energy consumption.
Section 8: Appendix B provides a list of floor areas held by the Valuation
Office that can be used by the auditor for verification.
Section 9: Appendix C are the references.
Section 10: Appendix D contains a list of folders that were provided to the 3rd
Party Verifier containing the source data (such as utility bill copies) used to
derive the energy consumption values
Section 11: Appendix E contains analysis and proposals relating to what
actions will potentially be required in the future (from now until 2035) for our
offices to be net zero in accordance with the UKGBC Framework.

1.4

3rd Party Verifier

This report and associated documents listed in the appendices have been
audited by Ashley Bateson and team at Hoare Lea. Hoare Lea are experts in
building energy analysis and the details of the UKGBC net zero carbon
buildings framework set of documents. They were involved in the production
of the original UKGBC NZCB Framework definition documents and the more
recent Renewable Energy Procurement and Carbon Offsetting Guide.

1.5

Transparency and disclosure

The methods used to calculate our buildings’ energy consumption, carbon
emissions are described in this report. Also included are references to the
original sources of meter data, copies of which have been provided to the 3rd
party verifier. Details of our renewable energy procurement and carbon
offsetting schemes we have purchased are also included.
Following verification, this report along with the 3rd party verification
report/statement is due to be published on our website, in a dedicated
section (called MF Net Zero) related to net zero carbon buildings. The web
address is https://www.maxfordham.com/mf-net-zero/

Max Fordham Offices UKGBC Net Zero Carbon Buildings Report
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METHODS

Floor area conversion factors
ECON 19 provides the following conversion factors for the different floor area
types:

This section describes the methods used for measuring and calculating each
of our buildings’ energy consumption and carbon emissions. Also included are
details of how we have applied the UKGBC Net Zero Carbon Energy
Performance Targets for Offices to the five buildings of our portfolio.

2.1

Electricity equivalent weighting factors
The UKGBC net zero carbon building energy use targets are expressed in
electrical equivalent energy that makes use of weighting factors for nonelectrical energy consumption such as gas and district heating. The UKGBC
Office Energy Targets document [2] refers to BBP’s Real Estate Environmental
Benchmarks (2019), which gives the weighting factor for gas as 0.4
kWheq/kWhg. However, it is known that such a low factor is out of date and
problematic because it rewards the use of gas, which is not consistent with
other parts of the UKGBC framework to stop using fossil fuels. BBP have
acknowledged this and are in the process of updating the figures and
corresponding documents. The Verco DfP Base Building Rating Tool
Recommendations Report [6] proposes a gas weighting factor of 0.75, which
is the value we have used in this work.

Floor Areas

Floor area definitions
Various different types of floor area definitions exist, some of which are used
for the analysis metrics in this work.
•

Gross internal area (GIA): is defined by the RICS Code of Measuring
Practice, 6th edition [5]. The GIA is the area of a building measured to
the internal face of the perimeter walls at each floor level. Aspects such
as columns, stairs, corridors, toilets, plant rooms and garages are
included. Any area outside of our tenancy is excluded. GIA is used for
some of the energy and carbon metrics used in this report.

•

Net lettable area (NLA): The NLA is used in the UKGBC net zero carbon
office energy targets. However, NLA doesn’t seem to be defined by the
RICS so it’s not entirely clear what it should include. For the purpose of
this report, we make use of the Verco DfP Base Building Rating Tool
Recommendations Report [6] (which was used to define one of the
UKGBC net zero carbon office metrics) that proposes that NLA should be
represented by the RICS defined net internal area (NIA).

•

Net internal area (NIA): is defined by the RICS Code of Measuring
Practice, 6th edition [5] or the UK Government Valuation Office [7]. They
have slightly different definitions. This report makes use of the RICS
definition where the NIA (and therefore NLA) is the usable area within a
building measured to the internal face of the perimeter walls at each
floor level). Various types of area are excluded such as columns, stairs,
some corridors, toilets, toilet lobbies and plant room. Any area outside
the tenancy in question and any area shared with other tenants are also
excluded.

•

Treated floor area (TFA): is defined by Action Energy ECON 19 [8]. TFA is
the gross areas less plant rooms and other areas (e.g. stores, covered car
parking, and roof spaces) not directly heated. This metric was used in our
previous years’ net zero carbon verification reports but is now no longer
being used.

Floor area estimates
In all cases, we have estimated the floor areas of our buildings by taking
measurements from building plan drawings. In addition to this, we have cross
checked our floor area estimates with those kept by the UK Government
Valuation Office (for business rates). This information (given in Appendix B)
provides a way that a 3rd party auditor can check the floor areas we’ve
reported and used in our analyses are reasonable.
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propose that so long as the total energy consumption estimated by this
(benchmark) method is a small fraction of the total being assessed (for
example 20% of the whole portfolio consumption), then the approach is
reasonable. This approach could be considered for general adoption into the
Net Zero Carbon Building Framework by the UKGBC.

The definitions of the different office types are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Type 1
Type 2
Type 3
Type 4

Naturally ventilated cellular
Naturally ventilated open-plan
Air-conditioned, standard
Air-conditioned, prestige

All of our 5 offices are reasonably described by as Type 2, Naturally ventilated
open-plan.

2.2

Energy consumption measurements and
estimates

Wherever possible we have based our energy consumption measurements on
meter readings. In some cases, our tenancies have dedicated meters, in which
case these have been used. In some cases, where this is not available, we
have used meter readings covering the whole building then taken a fraction
of this in proportion to our floor area fraction to estimate the energy use
associated with our tenancy. In one case we have used heat (rather than gas)
meter readings and estimated the gas consumption using an assumption for
the heating system efficiency.
Where metered data cannot be obtained
In one case (Bristol electricity) no metered data could be obtained. The
UKGBC Framework does not provide any guidance on what to do in this
situation so we have developed a method we think is reasonable. In the
event of meter readings not being available we propose to use worst-in-class
Real Estate Energy Benchmarks (REEB) [9] data along with a penalty factor to
estimate the building consumption. For example, for Bristol we have used the
REEB Non Air Conditioned Typical Practice electricity benchmark (108
kWh/m2/yr). In addition to this we have modified the benchmark by applying
a penalty factor (of 1.3) to penalise the fact that the energy use is not based
on meter data (which is the preference of the UKGBC Framework). We

Max Fordham Offices UKGBC Net Zero Carbon Buildings Report

Type

Electrical equivalent weighting factors

Electricity

1 kWheq/kWhel

Fuels (gas)

0.75 kWheq/kWhg

2.3

Fuel and electricity carbon factors

In general, to select electricity grid carbon emissions intensity factors we have
used the methods described in the UKGBC Renewable Energy Procurement &
Carbon Offsetting Guide [3].
For both gas and electricity consumption we have used the figures given by
the UK Government and published in ”Greenhouse gas reporting: conversion
factors 2020” [10].
For mains electricity displaced by on-site generation export we have used the
figure by published by the Association of Issuing Bodies (AIB) for the Residual
Mix grid electricity 2020 [11]. .
The factors are as follows:
Type

Carbon factor (kgCO₂e / kWh)

Natural gas

0.184

Mains electricity consumed

0.233

Mains electricity displaced by onsite generation export

0.316

The above factors are used in for the GHG Protocol Scope 2 Location-Based
approach and the NZCB Framework Definition approach.

The Market-Based approach electricity carbon factor also described in the
UKGBC Renewable Energy Procurement & Carbon Offsetting Guide is not
applicable (or zero) for this study.

significant area of circulation, stairs, toilets, stores and plant rooms it to
makes sense to use the GIA based metric. Therefore, the most suitable
UKGBC net zero metric for our London office is the Whole Building Energy
2020-2025 Interim Target metric of 130 kWheq/m² (GIA) / yr.

2.4

Our Cambridge office is the least well represented by any of the UKGBC net
zero carbon office energy metric types. Since as we own, operate and meter
our own heating and ventilation systems, the UKGBC Tenant Energy metric is
not suitable. The Whole Building Energy type metric is not suitable either as
significant energy uses (such as kitchen and hot water uses) occur outside our
tenancy, provided by the landlord.

Comparison to the UKGBC Net Zero Carbon
Energy Performance Targets for Offices

The UKGBC Net Zero Carbon Energy Performance Targets for Offices
document [2] sets out a range of building energy use intensity (EUI) targets.
The requirement for projects seeking net zero verification is to either
demonstrate that the building energy consumption has met the relevant EUI
target or describe an action plan setting out how the target will be met in
subsequent years.
The UKGBC office building net zero carbon EUI targets are given in the
following table. There are several options available depending on whether
the area being assessed is a whole building, a part (tenancy) of a larger
building or a “base building”, a term used to describe the landlord’s areas in a
building with a landlord-tenant arrangement.

We have been in contact with the UKGBC. They have confirmed our
understanding that the configuration of our Cambridge office is not
represented by any of the published UKGBC Office EUI metric types. They
have provided guidance, which we have used to form a set of custom
Tenant+(H,V) office energy use targets incorporating an allowance for tenant
owned heating and ventilation plant for use with our Cambridge office. They
are as follows:
Interim Targets

Paris
Proof
Target

Scope

Custom

Metric

kWhe/m2(NLA)/year

2020-

2025-

2030-

2035-

2025

2030

2035

2050

105

70

60

50

Tenant+(H,V)
energy

For our Bristol, Edinburgh and Manchester offices we are tenants where our
landlords provide heating (and in one case hot domestic hot water) to our
tenancies. In these buildings there are a range of energy consuming facilities
outside our tenancies such as shared WCs, kitchens, circulation spaces, lifts
etc. These aspects are not included in the tenant energy. The tenant energy is
all the electricity consumed within our tenancies. This is typically used for
aspects such as lighting, computers and dedicated cooling plant for meeting
rooms. The energies associated with space heating and hot water used in our
tenancies are not included in the tenant energy. For these cases (Bristol,
Edinburgh and Manchester), the most suitable UKGBC metric to use is the
Tenant Energy type. For the current net zero verification submission, the
Tenant Energy 2020-2025 Interim Target is 70 kWheq/m² (NLA) / yr.

Note on the UKGBC definition of energy use intensity and on-site renewable
generated contribution
The UKGBC Energy Performance Targets for Offices document [2] states that
the energy use intensity is to exclude contributions from electricity used by
the building that was generated on-site (for example by PV), that is the
UKGBC EUI electricity is simply the imported grid electricity. This is the
method used in this report (of our London Office that has an on-site PV
array).
It is anticipated that in the future UKGBC may change their definition to be
aligned with that of RIBA and LETI who’s EUI metrics include contributions
from on-site generation, i.e. the total building electrical consumption
irrespective of source. There is not impact on this report and verification, but
authors of next year’s report will need to consider this issue.

The UKGBC office net zero metrics for Base Build and Tenant Energy are
based on the assumption that the landlord (base building) provides the space
heating to the tenants. For out London and Cambridge offices although we
are tenants in multi-tenant buildings with landlords, this is not the case. In
these buildings we own and operate our own heating plant, yet in neither
case do we occupy the whole building. Consequently, these buildings do not
fit into any of the UKGBC office energy target metric type definitions.
For our London Office, since as we own, operate and meter all of the building
services serving our tenancy (including the heating), the Whole Building
Energy type metric is the most suitable. Since as our tenancy includes a

Max Fordham Offices UKGBC Net Zero Carbon Buildings Report
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DETAILS OF EACH OFFICE
3.1

Structure

Load bearing masonry and steel.

Façade

Solid brick, mostly un-insulated. Listed external
steel frame single glazed windows with modern
internal secondary glazing.

London office (The Rotunda)

Dates of achievement
January 2020 to January 2021

Roof

Tiles on steel and timber frame. Moderate amount
of insulation.

Verified by
See Section 1.4

Heating

Gas boilers serving radiators.

Hot water

Heated by gas boilers. Some storage.

Building location
42-43 Gloucester Crescent, London, NW1 7PE.

Vent and cooling

Main offices naturally ventilated. Mechanical
extract vent for WCs.
No air conditioning or similar cooling systems.

Building type
Planning class: E(c)(ii) Professional services: Office
Building description
Our London office has been in The Rotunda for over 40 years. It is a 5 storey
Grade II listed former piano factory in Camden Town. The approximate date
of original construction is 1850. The building has been remodelled and
refurbished many times since then, but many original features remain.
An example floor plan can be seen on the next page. The majority of space is
used for general office use for computer based tasks. In addition to the main
office space, meeting rooms, kitchenette, WCs, showers and storage are also
present. Lower ground floor includes and bike store and server room.
Descriptions of various aspects of the building including its energy
consuming/generating systems are given in the following table.

Building aspect
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Description
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Energy efficiency features
The London office has very good daylight and makes use of natural ventilation
rather than fans and air conditioning.
Even though we are only tenants, not building owners we have invested
significant sums of money on energy efficiency improvements in our London
office. Over the course of the last 20 years we have implemented the
following:
•
•
•
•

Added insulation to the roof to reduce heat loss
Added internal secondary glazing to reduce heat loss through the
windows
Added a draught lobby to the main entrance to reduce infiltration heat
loss
Added openable roof vents to enhance natural ventilation so the building
does not require mechanical cooling
Upgraded internal blinds to enhance passive cooling
Installed new boilers and heating controls
Installed high efficiency fluorescent and LED lighting with automatic
lighting controls
Invested in energy efficient IT equipment
Installed “kill switch” power controls that power down whole areas when
not in use
A team of Energy Champions who develop, implement and refine our
energy management procedures

Lighting

Mixture of low energy fluorescent and LED fittings.
Most areas with occupancy and daylight dimming
controls.

•
•
•

Auxiliary (fans,
pumps, controls)

Heating pumps, Fans for WCs. BMS controls for
some aspects.

•
•

Equipment

Mostly for computers and IT systems. Some desk /
floor fans in summer. Kitchenette equipment on
each floor.

•

Other Energy Uses

Server room including IT equipment and cooling
fans.
Lift (but not within our tenancy).

On-site renewable energy sources
We have a roof mounted PV array comprising 14 panels with a total area of
approximately 20 m2.

Renewable Energy

Roof mounted PV array.

Example floor plan (not to scale)

Max Fordham Offices UKGBC Net Zero Carbon Buildings Report
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Energy scope
We do not own the building; we are a tenant in a multi-unit building. We
occupy the entire lettable area of the 3 upper levels and a portion of the
lower ground floor. We own and operate most of the building services
systems serving our tenancy. Communal areas outside our tenancy are
excluded from the analysis.

Metering
For our London office we have access to and are in control of our utility
meters. Our building energy use and on-site generation is covered by the
following meters:
MF Meter Ref.

Areas served and
type of energy

Notes

Gas Utility Meter 1

1st and 2nd floor heat

Lower ground floor
comprises of storage
and plant areas. They
are not heated and
have no hot water
provision.

Gas Utility Meter 2

3rd floor heat

Electricity Utility Meter
1

1st floor electricity

Electricity Utility Meter
2

2nd floor electricity

Electricity Utility Meter
3

3rd floor electricity

Electricity Utility Meter
4

Lower ground floor
electricity

Electricity Generation
Meter 1

Roof mounted PV
array generated
electricity

We also share part of our office with another company, Jack Carter
Architects. The building floor area and energy use scope and data includes
this area.
Assessed floor area
The floor area used for the energy and carbon metrics is the gross internal
area (GIA) of our tenancy.
The building floor area has been estimated from drawings of the building. An
example is shown on the following page. The 1st, 2nd and 3rd floors have the
same footprint. The GIA was estimated from measuring the floor plans. The
estimates are given below.
Gross Internal Areas
Lower ground floor (GIA)

53

m²

1st floor (GIA)

479

m²

2nd floor (GIA)

479

m²

3rd floor (GIA)

479

m²

Total GIA

1490

m²

Percentage of total building area
The parts of the building not leased by Max Fordham have been estimated to
cover 951m² so that the total building floor area is estimated to be 2391m²
(GIA).
The (GIA) fraction of the total building area leased by Max Fordham and
covered by this carbon emissions assessment is 60%.
Emission factors
See Section 2.3
Data sources
Copies of the sources of meter data (for example utility bills or reports from
our landlords) are included in Appendix D. Screen shots of our account
information demonstrating the use of High Quality Green Tariffs is included in
later in this section.
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Connected to 3rd floor

In addition to utility meters we also have a range of our own electricity sub
meters.
We have 2 different automatic meter reading systems that pick up most (but
not all) of the building’s energy metering. One is an EcoDriver system, the
other is a KNX-Loxone system.
Building energy use and carbon emissions measurements and estimates
For the purpose of this work, our grid imported energy consumptions are
derived from utility bill meter reading (or estimate) values (rather than data
from the automatic meter reading systems). On-site PV generated energy is
derived from manual readings of our own PV generation sub meter (which is
not a utility meter).
The details of how we have arrived at our energy consumption values along
with references to the sources of meter data are included in Appendix A.
Copies of the original meter reading data documents from our landlord and
heat meters are included in Appendix D.
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London office: Annual energy consumption, generation and carbon
emissions

Building floor area (MF Tenancy, GIA)
Analysis period

1490 m²
from
to

31-Jan-20
31-Jan-21

Energy
kWh
95,312
109,001
204,313
81,751
176,230

kWh/m2
64
73
137
55
118

Total annual electricity generated by on-site renewable sources (PV)

833

1

Total annual on-site renewable generation (PV) used on-site

833

Indicator
Total annual electricity consumption (grid import + on-site generated use)
Total annual gas consumption
Total annual energy consumption
Total annual electricity equivalent for gas
Total annual electricity equivalent consumption (EUI, kWheq)

Total annual on-site renewable energy (PV) that is exported, minus storage losses
Total annual electricity imported from national grid

0
94,479

0
63

Total annual electricity provided by High Quality Green Tariff

94,479

63

0

0

t CO2
0

Kg CO2/m2
0

20

13

0.0
20
0, see Carbon Offsetting report section

0.0
13
0

Total annual electricity consumption subjected to offsetting

London office annual energy consumption

MF London office 20-21

Gas

MF London office 18-19

Electricity

0

50

100

150

Annual energy consumption (kWh/m²/yr)

London office electrical equivalent energy consumption with comparison to UKGBC target

Carbon Emissions (UKGBC NZCB FD Approach)
Indicator
Total annual indirect CO2e emissions from imported electricity (Scope 2)
Total annual direct CO2e emissions from combustion of gas on-site (Scope 1)
Total annual displaced CO2e emissions from electricity generated by on-site renewable
energy sources minus storage losses
Total annual CO2 emissions (Scope 1+ 2)
Total annual net CO2e emissions
For Location and Market Based Dual Reporting see main report for 5 Office Portfolio

MF London office 20-21

Electrical equivalent
energy due to gas use

MF London office 18-19

Electrical energy use

UKGBC NZC office interim target
(2020-2025, whole building GIA
based)

UKGBC Interim Target

Renewable Electricity Procurement
Indicator

Total annual electricity consumption type 1
Total annual electricity consumption type 2
Total annual electricity consumption type 3
Total annual electricity consumption all types total

Type
Unbundled REGOs (to cover supply of unknown
tariff type, owned and operated by Landlord,
assumed non-green tariff)
High Quality Green Tariff (Green Energy UK)
On Site Owned (PV Array, no storage)
all of the above

Offsets

kWh

%

0
94,479
833
95,312

0%
99%
1%
100%

0

Note: Heating and other
plant provided by the
tenant so UKGBC Whole
Building energy target is

50

100

150

Annual electrical equivalent energy (kWheq/m²/yr)

London office annual carbon emissions compared to previous analysis
(electricity from High Quality Green Tariffs considered zero carbon)

See main report for 5 Office Portfolio

Carbon Emission and Equivalent Energy Weighting Factors
Energy type consumed or displaced
Natural gas
Mains electricity consumed
Mains electricity displaced by on-site generation export
Electrical Equivalent Weighting factors for kWheq
Gas
Electricity

Direct emission from
GAS combusion

MF London office 20-21
Carbon factor (kgCO2e / kWh)
0.184
0.233
0.316
Weighting factor (kWheq/kWhg)
0.75
1

Indirect emission due
to imported
ELECTRICITY

MF London office 18-19

0

20

40

60

Carbon emissions (tonnes)
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Comparison to UKGBC Net zero carbon energy performance (EUI) targets for
offices
The results of the meter reading analysis show that the 2020-2021 London
office electrical equivalent energy consumption was 119kWheq/m²/yr,
The relevant UKGBC net zero carbon office energy target type is the Whole
Building Energy type which considers both gas and electricity use. The UKGBC
2020-2025 interim target for this type is 130kWheq/m2/yr (GIA).
The London office energy use intensity for the period being considered (20202021) is 9% less than the UKGBC 2020 – 2025 interim target.
EUI reduction action plan
The office meets the UKGBC EUI target for the period being assessed so no
action plan is required for verification of this period.
Significant energy consumption reductions are likely to be required in the
near future for the building to continue to align with the UKGBC net zero
requirements.
Further information on the likely future requirements for energy efficiency
improvements between now and 2035 along with proposed actions plans are
included in Appendix E: LOOK AHEAD.

Carbon accounting
See Section 4.
Renewable energy procurement
The current PV array occupies all the area of the roof we have permission to
access. The PV array was disconnected for a large fraction of the past year
whilst other building works were being carried out. An action for the
immediate future is to check this has been properly re-instated.
Looking ahead it is proposed to carry out a feasibility study on the potential
to increase the amount of on-site PV generation. The feasibility study should
include consideration of making use of more roof area (and potentially
façade) for PV and, if suitable consider approaching our landlords for
permission to do so.
Our London office grid supplied electricity is deemed 100% renewable as we
use tariffs from Green Energy UK which is one of the High Quality Green Tariff
types identified in the UKGBC Renewable Energy Procurement & Carbon
Offsetting report [3].
Evidence for the supplier, type of tariff and dates procured is given on the
following page.
Further information is given in Section 5.

Trajectory plan for ending the use of fossil fuels
Fossil fuel (gas) is currently used in the building in the boilers to provide
heating and hot water. Even though we are tenants, these are owned and
operated by ourselves.
We have 2 boilers, Boiler 1 serving the 1st & 2nd floors, and another (Boiler 2)
located on and serving the 3rd floor. Boiler 1 is relatively new, installed in
2016. Therefore, anticipated system replacement date would be around
2035. Boiler 2 was installed in 2004 and partially refurbished (new controls) in
2016. The anticipated system replacement date is 2024.
Our trajectory plan for phasing out the use of fossil fuels comprises the
following:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Undertake a feasibility study to establish the options for replacing
the boilers with renewable energy compatible alternatives.
The study will include consideration of (at least) the following
options: heat pumps for space heat and hot water, point of use
electric for hot water, direct electric space heating for hard-to-treat
areas or peak loads (subject to them meeting a small fraction of the
total energy demand), air to water systems, air to air systems,
ground source systems.
The study will include consideration of the need for and/or benefits
of upgrading the building fabric and/or heat emitters in order to be
compatible with the temperatures produced by heat pumps.
Since the anticipated replacement date of the 3rd floor boiler is 2024
the feasibility study needs to be carried out (for that area at least)
in the next two years (say by end 2023).
A key output for the feasibility study is to further develop the fossil
fuel phase out trajectory plan for the London office.

Further information is included in Appendix E.
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Carbon offsetting
See Section 6.
Other comments on this period’s energy performance
Our London office houses the IT server for all of our 5 offices which adds a
significant load to London, not present in the other offices. The server room
electrical demand accounted for about 40% of the total London office
electrical demand.
During the course of the year being assessed, the landlord carried out various
roof repairs. As a result, the PVs have been disconnected from the end of
December 2019 to the end of July 2021. For this reason, the electricity
generated is only 20% of what would be expected.
The time period being considered (Jan 20 – Jan 21) was affected by the
coronavirus pandemic, as a result most staff were working from home.
Counterintuitively the annual energy demand in this period more or less
stayed the same (it actually increased slightly) compared to the previous
“normal” year ‘18-’19. Electrical demand (for computers, lights and kitchen
equipment reduced, but because of the corresponding reduction of internal
heat gain and needing to keep the heating on for the few people who were in
the office the heating energy demand increased. It seems a reasonable
assumption that people’s electricity and heating energy use increased in their
homes due to home working showing that working from home (without
significantly reducing office energy use) isn’t necessarily a good climate
change mitigation strategy. These considerations are currently beyond the
scope of the UKGBC net zero verification requirements, but it does serve to
illustrate a) the difficulty in needing to simultaneously address the climate
emergency and the coronavirus pandemic and b) that the energy use impacts
of working from home need to be considered in a holistic business energy
plan.

Max Fordham Offices UKGBC Net Zero Carbon Buildings Report
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Verified by
See Section 1.4

Energy efficiency features
The Edinburgh office has good standard of energy efficiency as described by
the features in the preceding table. In addition to these we have invested in
automatic logging heat meter system (designed by ourselves) so we can
understand how much energy we are personally using for space heating. We
also have an Energy Champions team who develop, implement and refine
our energy management procedures.

Building location
Exchange Place 3, 3 Semple Street, Edinburgh, EH3 8BL.

Renewable energy sources
None.

Building type
Planning class: E(c)(ii) Professional services: Office

Energy scope
We do not own the building; we are a tenant in a multi-unit building. We
occupy part of the 1st floor of a 5 storey office. We do not own or operate
the central building services systems, they are provided by the landlord.
However, we do meter heat used within our tenancy. Communal areas
outside of our tenancy are excluded from the analysis.

3.2

Edinburgh office (Exchange Place 3)

Dates of achievement
January 2020 to January 2021

Building description
Our Edinburgh office occupies part of the 1st floor of a 5 storey office. The
building was constructed in 2010. Our tenancy was refurbished by ourselves
in 2015. The building is reported by the landlord to have been designed to a
relatively good standard of energy efficiency, exceeding the standards set by
Building Regulations Part L that were relevant at the time of design and to
have achieved an EPC B+ and BREEAM Excellent ratings [12].
A plan of the 1st floor, (of which we occupy a fraction) and some
photographs of the building can be seen the adjacent pictures.
Building aspect

Description

Structure

Presumed steel frame

Façade

Curtain walling. U value 0.3. Double glazed
windows with U value 1.72.

Roof

Flat and pitched roofs. U values 0.25 and 0.2

Heating

Gas boilers serving radiators.

Hot water

Heated by gas boilers. Some storage. Plus some
electric point of use.

Vent and cooling

Main offices naturally ventilated. Mechanical
extract vent for drying room.
No air conditioning or similar cooling systems.

Lighting

Mixture of low energy fluorescent and LED
fittings. Some areas with automatic occupancy
controls. Manual dimming controls.

Auxiliary (fans,
pumps and
controls)

The majority of pumps, fans and controls are not
within our tenancy

Equipment

Mostly for computers and IT systems.

Other Energy Uses

Lift (but not within our tenancy).

Note: the U values are taken from the building outline specification provided
by the landlord.

Assessed floor area
For use in the energy and carbon metrics we make use of the NLA of our
tenancy. The NLA our tenancy has been estimated from drawings to be
326m2.
Our landlord has provided us with and area schedule of the whole building.
A copy of this is included on the following page. This shows that the total
area (assumed to be NIA) is approximately 28,000 sqft (2700m2), so our
tenancy, the area covered by this assessment is 13% of the total.
Emission factors
See Section 2.3
Data sources
Copies of the sources of meter data (for example utility bills or reports from
our landlords) are included in Appendix D.
Metering
We understand that electricity to our tenancy is sub-metered. We are billed
on this basis by our landlord. However, we do not have access to the meter,
we are reliant on meter reading data provided to us by our landlord. We
have used this data to produce an estimate of our electricity usage.
Low temperature hot water heat is provided to our tenancy by the
landlord’s boilers. There is no gas sub metering. To estimate the gas use we
are responsible for we have use the data recorded from our pipeline heat
meters along with an assumption for the efficiency of the landlord’s heating
system to calculate gas consumption. Details of our heat metering system
are included on the following page.
Building energy use and carbon emissions measurements and estimates
The details of how we have arrived at our energy consumption values along
with references to the sources of meter data are included in Appendix A.
Copies of the original meter reading data documents from our landlord and
heat meters are included in Appendix D.

Floor plan. Shaded area shows Max Fordham’s tenancy.
Net lettable area as measured from the drawing is 326m2.

2

U Values in Wm2K-1
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Drawings and photographs of the heat meter system installed to measure the
amount heat being supplied to our tenancy.

Copy of Landlord’s
whole building area
schedule for Exchange
Place 3. Our tenancy is
“Part 1st Floor”.
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Edinburgh office: annual energy consumption, generation and carbon
emissions

Building floor area (MF Tenancy, NLA)
Analysis period

326 m²
from
to

31-Jan-20
31-Jan-21

Energy
kWh
9,664
25,615
35,279
19,211
28,875
0

kWh/m2
30
79
108
59
89
0

0
0
9,664

0
30

0

0

9,664

30

t CO2
2
5

Kg CO2/m2
7
14

0.0
7
0, see Carbon Offsetting report section

0.0
21
0

Indicator
Total annual electricity consumption (grid import + on-site generated use)
Total annual gas consumption
Total annual energy consumption
Total annual electricity equivalent for gas
Total annual electricity equivalent consumption (EUI, kWheq)
Total annual electricity generated by on-site renewable sources (PV)
Total annual on-site renewable generation (PV) used on-site
Total annual on-site renewable energy (PV) that is exported, minus storage losses
Total annual electricity imported from national grid
Total annual electricity provided by High Quality Green Tariff
Total annual electricity consumption subjected to offsetting

Edinburgh office annual energy consumption
MF Edinburgh office 20-21

Gas

MF Edinburgh office 18-19

Electricity

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Annual energy consumption (kWh/m²/yr)

Edinburgh office electrical equivalent energy consumption with comparison to UKGBC
target

Carbon Emissions (UKGBC NZCB FD Approach)
Indicator
Total annual indirect CO2e emissions from imported electricity (Scope 2)
Total annual direct CO2e emissions from combustion of gas by Landlord (Scope 2)
Total annual displaced CO2e emissions from electricity generated by on-site renewable
energy sources minus storage losses
Total annual CO2 emissions (Scope 1+ 2)
Total annual net CO2e emissions
For Location and Market Based Dual Reporting see main report for 5 Office Portfolio

MF Edinburgh office 20-21

MF Edinburgh office 18-19

UKGBC NZC office interim target
(2020-2025, Tenant Energy NLA
based)

Renewable Electricity Procurement
Indicator

Total annual electricity consumption type 1
Total annual electricity consumption type 2
Total annual electricity consumption type 3
Total annual electricity consumption all types total

Electrical energy use

Type
Unbundled REGOs (to cover supply of unknown
tariff type, owned and operated by Landlord,
assumed non-green tariff)
High Quality Green Tariff
On Site Owned (PV Array, no storage)
all of the above

kWh

%

9664
9,664

100%
0%
0%
100%

(UKGBC Tenant
Energy interim target,
electricity only)
0

Note: Gas fired heating provided by
Landlord. UKGBC Tenant Energy target
type excludes this

20

40

60

80

Annual electrical equivalent energy (kWheq/m²/yr)

Edinburgh office annual carbon emissions compared to previous analysis

Offsets
See main report for 5 Office Portfolio

Carbon Emission and Equivalent Energy Weighting Factors
Energy type consumed or displaced
Natural gas
Mains electricity consumed
Mains electricity displaced by on-site generation export
Electrical Equivalent Weighting factors for kWheq
Gas
Electricity

18

Direct emission from
GAS combusion

MF Edinburgh office 20-21
Carbon factor (kgCO2e / kWh)
0.184
0.233
0.316
Weighting factor (kWheq/kWhg)
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0.75
1

Indirect emission due
to imported
ELECTRICITY

MF Edinburgh office 18-19

0

2

4
Carbon emissions (tonnes)

6

8

Comparison to the UKGBC net zero carbon office energy use intensity
targets
The measured/estimated total annual electricity equivalent energy use
intensity for the Edinburgh office for the relevant period (2020-2021) was
89kWheq/m2/yr.

See Section 5 for further info.

Carbon offsetting
See Section 6.

The relevant UKGBC net zero carbon office energy target type is the Tenant
Energy type which considers only Tenant electricity use (not gas). The
UKGBC 2020-2025 interim target for this type is 70kWheq/m2/yr (NLA).
The measured/estimated electrical energy use intensity for the Edinburgh
office for the relevant period (2020-2021) was 30kWheq/m2/yr, 58% less
than the target.
EUI reduction action plan
The office meets the UKGBC EUI target for the period being assessed so no
action plan is required for verification of this period.
Further information on the likely future requirements for energy efficiency
improvements between now and 2035 along with proposed actions plans
are included in Appendix E: LOOK AHEAD.
Trajectory plan for ending the use of fossil fuels
Fossil fuels are currently used in the building in the boilers to provide
heating and hot water. These are owned and operated by our landlord so we
have limited influence on what can be achieved. Our proposed trajectory
plan is the following:
1.

2.

Contact our landlord by letter/phone call/meeting to pitch the case
for decarbonisation of their heating system and offering them
assistance via a feasibility study.
Undertake a feasibility study to see if we could install our own heat
pump heating system for just our tenancy.

If neither 1. or 2. yield a feasible solution then net zero verification can still
be achieved in future years so long as we demonstrate that no viable
solution could be found and/or the heating system is outside of our control.
Carbon accounting
See Section 4.
Renewable energy procurement
As far as we are aware there is no current on-site renewable energy
generation on/in the building and certainly none direct to our tenancy.
As we are tenants (not owners) We don’t have access to roof or façade areas
so we cannot add PV without permission from our landlord.
Looking ahead it is proposed to carry out a feasibility study on the potential
to increase the amount of on-site renewable energy generation. The
feasibility study should include consideration of making use of roof and/or
façade area for PV and, explore the potential of gaining permission from our
land landlord to do so.
In addition to this, we should also consider contacting our landlords to
request they consider using a green electricity tariff type. We should
consider communicating the reasons why it is important, the potential
benefits and the potential risks.

Max Fordham Offices UKGBC Net Zero Carbon Buildings Report
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3.3

Cambridge office (St Andrews House)

Dates of achievement
January 2020 to January 2021

Energy efficiency features
Thanks to our low energy refurbishment our Cambridge office has an
excellent standard of energy efficiency. The key features include the
following:
•
•
•

Verified by
See Section 1.4.
Building location
St Andrews House, 59 St Andrew's St, Cambridge CB2 3BZ.

•
•

Building type
Planning class: E(c)(ii) Professional services: Office

•
•
•

Highly insulated roof
Highly insulated façade and windows
Variable U value windows that changed from triple gazing in winter
to single glazed in summer
Ventilation with heat recovery during heating season
Natural ventilation for summer vent and cooling (no other cooling
sources)
Efficient lighting with automatic controls
Detailed energy sub-meter system with data analysis
A team of Energy Champions who develop, implement and refine
our energy management procedures

Building description
Our Cambridge office occupies part of the 3rd (uppermost) floor of St
Andrew's House; a four storey multi-let building with retail at the ground
floor and three floors of offices above. The building is reported to have been
initially constructed in 1958 [13]. As to be expected for a building of that era
the thermal and energy performance was poor. When we first occupied the
building it had a DEC rating of G. However, we have undertaken a lowenergy retro-fit conversion and fit out, the details of which are provided in
the following paragraphs. As a result our office now has a DEC rating of B.

Implementing the measures described has resulted in an office space that
needs hardly any heating. Detailed energy use analysis as carried out in
2015. The results of this are shown in the graph on the following page. The
data shows that the energy use for heating was 2300kWh/yr or
10kWh/m2/yr which is 80% less than the REEB Good Practice benchmark and
90% less that the TM46 DEC D benchmark.

A plan of the 3rd floor, (of which we occupy a fraction) and some
photographs of the building can be seen the adjacent pictures.

Renewable energy sources
None.

3

Building aspect

Description

Structure

Presumed reinforced concrete frame

Façade

Tile outer with insulated cavity mansard roof.
Approx. U value 0.4 or better. Single glazed original
outer windows with secondary double glazing
inner. Estimated U value 0.83.

Roof

Highly insulated flat roof. U values 0.21

Heating

Electric room heaters

Hot water

Electric point of use.

Vent and cooling

MVHR for fresh air in winter. Summer vent and
additional cooling with natural ventilation.
No air conditioning or similar cooling systems.

Lighting

LED fittings throughout, with daylight dimming.
Some areas with automatic occupancy controls

Auxiliary (fans,
pumps and
controls)

Very minimal due to the electric heating and nat
vent strategies.

Equipment

Mostly for computers and IT systems.

Other Energy
Uses

Kitchenette

Energy scope
We do not own the building; we are a tenant in a multi-unit building. We
occupy part of the 3rd floor of a 4 storey building. We do own and operate
the building services systems serving our tenancy. Communal areas outside
of our tenancy are excluded from the analysis.
Assessed floor area
The floor area used for the energy and carbon metrics is the NLA.
The NLA of our tenancy has been estimated by measuring the floor plans to
be 251m2.
Percentage of total building area
The floor area of the whole building has been estimated by assuming that
each of the 4 floors has the same footprint. The whole building GIA is
estimated to be 4 x 1060 x 0.95 = 4028m2, so our tenancy (251 m2), the area
covered by this assessment is 6% of the total.
Emission factors
See Section 2.3.
Data sources
Copies of the sources of meter data (for example utility bills or reports from
our landlords) are included in Appendix D.

U Values in Wm2K-1
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Metering
Our Cambridge office is 100% electric, there is no gas. There is a landlord
owned sub meter (pictured adjacent) that meters the electricity used within
our tenancy.
We are given access to this meter to take manual readings, which we do
once per month. We use these meter readings to calculate the amount of
energy used within our tenancy for the net zero carbon analysis.
Building energy use and carbon emissions measurements and estimates
The details of how we have arrived at our energy consumption values along
with references to the sources of meter data are included in Appendix A.
Copies of the original meter reading data documents from our landlord and
heat meters are included in Appendix D.

Single sub meter
metering our tenancy.
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Cambridge office: annual energy consumption and carbon emissions

Building floor area (MF Tenancy, NLA)
Analysis period

251 m²
from
to

01-Jan-20
01-Jan-21

Energy
Indicator
Total annual electricity consumption (grid import + on-site generated use)
Total annual gas consumption
Total annual energy consumption
Total annual electricity equivalent for gas
Total annual electricity equivalent consumption (EUI, kWheq)
Total annual electricity generated by on-site renewable sources (PV)

kWh
9,940
0
9,940
0
9,940
0

kWh/m2
40
0
40
0
40
0

Total annual on-site renewable generation (PV) used on-site
Total annual on-site renewable energy (PV) that is exported, minus storage losses
Total annual electricity imported from national grid

0
0
9,940

0
40

0

0

9,940

40

t CO2
2
0

Kg CO2/m2
9
0

0.0
2
0, see Carbon Offsetting report section

0.0
9
0

Total annual electricity provided by High Quality Green Tariff
Total annual electricity consumption subjected to offsetting

Cambridge office annual energy consumption
MF Cambridge office 20-21

Gas

MF Cambridge office 18-19

Electricity

0

50

100

150

Annual energy consumption (kWh/m²/yr)

Cambridge office electrical equivalent energy consumption with comparison to UKGBC
target

Carbon Emissions (UKGBC NZCB FD Approach)
Indicator
Total annual indirect CO2e emissions from imported electricity (Scope 2)
Total annual direct CO2e emissions from combustion of gas on-site (Scope 1)
Total annual displaced CO2e emissions from electricity generated by on-site renewable
energy sources minus storage losses
Total annual CO2 emissions (Scope 1+ 2)
Total annual net CO2e emissions
For Location and Market Based Dual Reporting see main report for 5 Office Portfolio

Total annual electricity consumption type 1
Total annual electricity consumption type 2
Total annual electricity consumption type 3
Total annual electricity consumption all types total

Electrical equivalent
energy due to gas use

MF Cambridge office 18-19

Electrical energy use

UKGBC NZC office interim target
(2020-2025, Custom Tenant+(H,V)
NLA based)

Renewable Electricity Procurement
Indicator

MF Cambridge office 20-21

Type
Unbundled REGOs (to cover supply of unknown
tariff type, owned and operated by Landlord,
assumed non-green tariff)
High Quality Green Tariff (Green Energy UK)
On Site Owned (PV Array, no storage)
all of the above

Offsets

kWh

9940
9,940

%

100%
0%
0%
100%

Total (UKGBC Whole
Building interim
target)
0

Note: Heating and venitilation plant
provided by the tenant, hence the custom
interim target developed in consultation
with UKGBC.

50

100

150

Annual electrical equivalent energy (kWheq/m²/yr)

Cambridge office annual carbon emissions compared to previous analysis
(electricity from High Quality Green Tariffs considered zero carbon)

See main report for 5 Office Portfolio

Carbon Emission and Equivalent Energy Weighting Factors
Energy type consumed or displaced
Natural gas
Mains electricity consumed
Mains electricity displaced by on-site generation export
Electrical Equivalent Weighting factors for kWheq
Gas
Electricity

22

Direct emission from
GAS combusion

MF Cambridge office 20-21
Carbon factor (kgCO2e / kWh)
0.184
0.233
0.316
Weighting factor (kWheq/kWhg)
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0.75
1

Indirect emission due
to imported
ELECTRICITY

MF Cambridge office 18-19

0

1

2

3

4

Carbon emissions (tonnes)

5

6

Comparison to the UKGBC net zero carbon office energy use intensity
targets
The measured/estimated total annual electricity equivalent energy use
intensity for the Cambridge office for the relevant period (2020-2021) was
40kWheq/m2/yr.
The relevant UKGBC net zero carbon office energy target type is the Custom
Tenant+(H,V) Energy type which considers Tenant electricity use as the
UKGBC standard “Tenant Energy” metric with additional allowances due to
the fact in our Cambridge office we own, operate and meter our own
heating and ventilation plant. The UKGBC 2020-2025 interim target for this
type is 105kWheq/m2/yr.
The measured/estimated electrical energy use intensity for the Edinburgh
office for the relevant period (2020-2021) was 40kWheq/m2/yr, 43% less
than the target.
EUI reduction action plan
The office meets the UKGBC EUI target for the period being assessed so no
action plan is required for verification of this period.
Further information on the likely future requirements for energy efficiency
improvements between now and 2035 along with proposed actions plans
are included in Appendix E: LOOK AHEAD.

Detailed sub meter data from 2015 showing where energy is being used. Equivalent data
isn’t available for the current period 2020-2021 (but isn’t needed for verification).

The data in the adjacent graph (from 2015) provides insight on where
energy is being used (in normal, non-covid affected years) and how we
might make future reductions. Some reduction
Trajectory plan for ending the use of fossil fuels
Not required. The building is electric only, no fossil fuels are used on site.
Carbon accounting
See Section 4.
Renewable energy procurement
As far as we are aware there is no current on-site renewable energy
generation on/in the building and certainly none direct to our tenancy.
As we are tenants (not owners) We don’t have access to roof or façade areas
so we cannot add PV without permission from our landlord.
Looking ahead it is proposed to carry out a feasibility study on the potential
to increase the amount of on-site renewable energy generation. The
feasibility study should include consideration of making use of roof and/or
façade area for PV and, explore the potential of gaining permission from our
land landlord to do so.
In addition to this, we should also consider contacting our landlords to
request they consider using a green electricity tariff type. We should
consider communicating the reasons why it is important, the potential
benefits and the potential risks.
See Section 5 for further info.
Carbon offsetting
See Section 6
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3.4

Bristol office (Queens Square House)

Dates of achievement
January 2020 to January 2021
Verified by
See Section 1.4.
Building location
Suite 1.6 1st Flr 18, Queen Square, Bristol, BS1 4NH
Building type
Planning class: E(c)(ii) Professional services: Office
Building description
Our Bristol office occupies part of the 1st floor of Queens House; a historic,
grade II listed three-storey building in Bristol city centre. The building is
reported to have been constructed in 1889 [14]. As to be expected for a
listed building of this age the thermal and energy performance is fairly poor.
The Building is reported to have an EPC of grade E.
A plan of the 1st floor, (of which we occupy a fraction) and some
photographs of the building can be seen the adjacent pictures.
Building aspect

Description

Structure

Structural stone and masonry. Includes a small
basement (but not in our tenancy)

Façade

Terracotta and brick with marble. Assumed uninsulated. Timber framed sash windows.
Probably single glazed.

Roof

Unknown

Heating

Radiators assumed to be served by a landlord
owned gas boiler.

Hot water

Presumed gas heated but not within our
tenancy

Vent and cooling

Natural ventilation.
No air conditioning or similar cooling systems.

Lighting

Low energy fluorescent.

Auxiliary (fans,
pumps and controls)

Unknown. Landlord owned and operated.

Equipment

Mostly for computers and IT systems.

Other Energy Uses

Shared kitchenette but not within our tenancy.

Energy efficiency features
Queens Square House does not have a good energy performance. Our scope
for addressing this is very limited since as a) we are tiny tenant within a
much larger development, b) the building is historic and listed, c) we may
well be moving soon as we are outgrowing the space.
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That said, our office space does have energy efficient light and natural
ventilation, rather than mechanical cooling such as air conditioning. There is
also an Energy Champion staff member who develops, implements and
refines our energy management strategies. Since as our Bristol office
accounts for only 3% of the total Max Fordham office area the fact that is
not very energy efficient has little impact on the energy efficiency of our
portfolio as a whole.

Energy use and carbon emissions measurements and estimates
The details of how we have arrived at our energy consumption values along
with references to the sources of meter data are included in Appendix A.
Copies of the original meter reading data documents from our landlord and
heat meters are included in Appendix D.

Energy scope
We do not own the building; we are a tenant in a multi-unit building. We
occupy part of the 1st floor of a 3 storey office. We do not own or operate
the central building services systems, they provided by the landlord.
Communal areas outside of our tenancy are excluded from the analysis.
Assessed floor area
The floor area used for the energy and carbon metrics is the NLA. The
building plans (provided by our landlord) state the NIA (= NLA) of our office
to be 70m2.
Percentage of total building area
The building plans report that the total building area (NIA) is 3376m2. So our
tenancy, the area covered by this assessment is 2% of the total building
area.
Emission factors
See Section 2.3.
Data sources
Copies of the sources of meter data (for example utility bills or reports from
our landlords) are included in Appendix D.
Metering
Our Bristol office does not have gas or electricity sub-meters to our tenancy.
We are billed by our landlord via a service charge that does not contain
meter reading data.
We have been provided with whole building gas meter data by our landlord.
To estimate the gas use we are responsible for we have used this data and
scaled it in proportion to our tenancy’s floor area fraction of the whole
building (2%). This method is recommended for producing the Display
Energy Certificates when meter readings of individual tenancies are not
available.
We have not been able to obtain electricity meter data for our tenancy or
the whole building. The UKGBC Framework does not provide any guidance
on what to do in this situation so we have developed a method we think is
reasonable. In the event of meter readings not being available we propose
to use benchmark data to estimate the electricity use. As the 2018/2019
verification, we have chosen to use the REEB 2019 Non Air Conditioned
Typical Practice electricity benchmark (124 kWh/m2/yr). This value refers to
TFA. Using the ECON19 conversion factor we obtain the equivalent value
referred to GIA (118 kWh/m2/yr). In addition to this, we have modified the
benchmark by applying a penalty factor (of 1.3) to penalise the fact that the
energy use is not based on meter data (which is the preference of the
UKGBC Framework). We propose that so long as the total energy
consumption estimated by this (benchmark) method is a small fraction of
the total being assessed then the approach is reasonable.
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1st Floor plan. Blue shaded area shows Max Fordham’s
tenancy. Floor area reported on the drawing is 70m2.

Bristol office: annual energy consumption and carbon emissions

Building floor area (MF Tenancy, NLA)
Analysis period

70 m²
from
to

31-Jan-20
31-Jan-21

Energy
Indicator
Total annual electricity consumption (grid import + on-site generated use)
Total annual gas consumption
Total annual energy consumption
Total annual electricity equivalent for gas
Total annual electricity equivalent consumption (EUI, kWheq)
Total annual electricity generated by on-site renewable sources (PV)

kWh
11,284
6,636
17,920
4,977
16,261
0

kWh/m2
161
95
256
71
232
0

Total annual on-site renewable generation (PV) used on-site
Total annual on-site renewable energy (PV) that is exported, minus storage losses
Total annual electricity imported from national grid

0
0
11,284

0
161

0

0

11,284

161

t CO2

Total annual electricity provided by High Quality Green Tariff
Total annual electricity consumption subjected to offsetting

Bristol office annual energy consumption
Gas
MF Bristol office 20-21

MF Bristol office 18-19

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

Electricity
(Benchmark
estimate due to
lack of meter data)

Annual energy consumption (kWh/m²/yr)

Bristol office electrical equivalent energy consumption with comparison to UKGBC target

Carbon Emissions (UKGBC NZCB FD Approach)
Total annual indirect CO2e emissions from imported electricity (Scope 2)

3

Kg CO2/m2
38

Total annual direct CO2e emissions from combustion of gas by Landlord (Scope 2)
Total annual displaced CO2e emissions from electricity generated by on-site renewable
energy sources minus storage losses
Total annual CO2 emissions (Scope 1+ 2)
Total annual net CO2e emissions
For Location and Market Based Dual Reporting see main report for 5 Office Portfolio

1

17

0.0
4
0, see Carbon Offsetting report section

0.0
55
0

Indicator

MF Bristol office 18-19

Total annual electricity consumption type 1
Total annual electricity consumption type 2
Total annual electricity consumption type 3
Total annual electricity consumption all types total

(UKGBC Tenant
Energy interim target,
electricity only)

UKGBC NZC office interim target
(2020-2025, Tenant Energy NLA
based)

Renewable Electricity Procurement
Indicator

Electrical energy use
(Benchmark estimate
due to lack of meter
data)

MF Bristol office 20-21

Type
Unbundled REGOs (to cover supply of unknown
tariff type, owned and operated by Landlord,
assumed non-green tariff)
High Quality Green Tariff
On Site Owned (PV Array, no storage)
all of the above

kWh

%

11284
11,284

100%
0%
0%
100%

0
Note: Gas fired heating provided by
Landlord. UKGBC Tenant Energy target
type excludes this

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

Annual electrical equivalent energy (kWheq/m²/yr)

Bristol office annual carbon emissions compared to previous analysis

Offsets

Direct emission from
GAS combusion

See main report for 5 Office Portfolio

MF Bristol office 20-21

Carbon Emission and Equivalent Energy Weighting Factors
Energy type consumed or displaced
Natural gas
Mains electricity consumed
Mains electricity displaced by on-site generation export
Electrical Equivalent Weighting factors for kWheq
Gas
Electricity

Carbon factor (kgCO2e / kWh)
0.184
0.233
0.316
Weighting factor (kWheq/kWhg)
0.75
1

MF Bristol office 18-19

0

1

2

3

Carbon emissions (tonnes)

4

5

Indirect emission due
to imported
ELECTRICITY
(Benchmark estimate
due to lack of meter
data)
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Comparison to the UKGBC net zero carbon office energy use intensity
targets
The estimated total annual electricity equivalent energy use intensity for the
Bristol office for the relevant period (2020-2021) was 256kWheq/m2/yr.

request they consider using a green electricity tariff type. We should
consider communicating the reasons why it is important, the potential
benefits and the potential risks.
See Section 5 for further info.

The relevant UKGBC net zero carbon office energy target type is the Tenant
Energy type which considers only Tenant electricity use (not gas). The
UKGBC 2020-2025 interim target for this type is 70kWheq/m2/yr (NLA).

Carbon offsetting
See Section 6.

The estimated electrical energy use intensity for the Edinburgh office for the
relevant period (2020-2021) was 161kWheq/m2/yr, seemingly 130% more
than the target. However, this energy use is not measured, but estimated
(with a penalty factor) from benchmark data because there is no metering in
place.
EUI reduction action plan
We may well be moving out of our Bristol office, however, if we don’t our
EUI reduction action plan will be the following:
1.
2.
3.

Undertake a feasibility study to install electricity metering to our
tenancy.
If found to be feasible install the metering as soon as possible.
Following installation of the metering and 12 months use, use the
data to produce a revised EUI reduction action plan.

Trajectory plan for ending the use of fossil fuels
Fossil fuels are currently used in the building in the boilers to provide
heating and hot water. These are owned and operated by our landlord so we
have limited influence on what can be achieved. Our proposed trajectory
plan is the following:
1.

2.

Contact our landlord by letter/phone call/meeting to pitch the case
for decarbonisation of their heating system and offering them
assistance via a feasibility study.
Undertake a feasibility study to see if we could install our own heat
pump heating system for just our tenancy.

If neither 1. or 2. yield a feasible solution then net zero verification can still
be achieved in future years so long as we demonstrate that no viable
solution could be found and/or the heating system is outside of our control.
Carbon accounting
See Section 4.
Renewable energy procurement
As far as we are aware there is no current on-site renewable energy
generation on/in the building and certainly none direct to our tenancy.
As we are tenants (not owners) We don’t have access to roof or façade areas
so we cannot add PV without permission from our landlord.
Looking ahead it is proposed to carry out a feasibility study on the potential
to increase the amount of on-site renewable energy generation. The
feasibility study should include consideration of making use of roof and/or
façade area for PV and, explore the potential of gaining permission from our
land landlord to do so.
In addition to this, we should also consider contacting our landlords to
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3.5

Manchester office (Carvers Warehouse)

Dates of achievement
January 2020 to January 2021

Hot water

Gas heated with storage and circulation. Some
point of use electric

Vent and cooling

Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery for fresh
air.
Natural ventilation for cooling.

Lighting

Low energy fluorescent.

Auxiliary (fans,
pumps and
controls)

Central air handling unit with variable speed drive
controlled on return air temperature.

Verified by
See Section 1.4.
Building location
Pt 3rd Flr (right) Carvers Warehouse 77, Dale Street, Manchester, M1 2HG.
Building type
Planning class: E(c)(ii) Professional services: Office
Building description
Our Manchester office occupies part of the 3rd floor of Carvers Warehouse;
a historic, grade II listed four-storey building in Manchester city centre. The
building is reported to have been constructed in 1806 [15]. The building was
remodelled in 2007 incorporating conversion and new build elements; we
were part of that design team. The building comprises of approximately
70% converted historic building and 30% new-build. The overall thermal
energy performance is thought to be quite good considering the age and
listed nature of the main part of the building. The new build parts were
constructed to Part L 2006.
Building aspect

Description

Structure

Historic part: Structural stone and masonry.
Includes a basement (but not in our tenancy).
Timber roof and floors.
New build part: Steel frame with concrete floors
and roof.

Façade

4

Mostly for computers and IT systems.

Other Energy
Uses

Lifts and shared kitchenette but not within our
tenancy.

Energy efficiency features
Many of the energy efficiency features have already been described, the
main ones being:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural ventilation, rather than air-conditioning
Reasonable insulation in the new build parts
Reasonable glazing U values throughout
Efficiency lighting
Ventilation heat recovery
Efficient plant and controls
A team of Energy Champions who develop, implement and refine
our energy management procedures

Renewable energy sources
None.

New build part: Stone and concrete panels with
insulation. Estimated U value 0.4. Large areas of
glazed façade. New double glazed windows.
Estimated U value 2.2.

Energy scope
We do not own the building; we are a tenant in a multi-unit building. We
occupy part of the 3rd floor of a 4 storey building. We do not own or
operate most of the building services systems serving our tenancy.
Communal areas outside of our tenancy are excluded from the analysis.

Historic part: Unknown, presumed new insulated
roof
New build part: concrete slab with insulation.
Estimated U value 0.2.

Heating

Equipment

Historic part: Mortared stone approx. 700mm,
estimated U value 2. New double glazed windows.
Estimated U value 2.2.

Insulated ground floor throughout. Estimated U
value 0.2.
Roof

BMS

Radiators served by a landlord owned modern gas
boiler.

Assessed floor area
The floor area used for the energy and carbon metrics is NLA.
The NLA has been measured from drawings and estimated to be 194 m2.
Percentage of total building area
Our landlord informs us that the total building area (NIA) is 22,202 sqft4
which is equal to 2075m2. So our tenancy, the area covered by this
assessment is 9% of the total building floor area.

3rd Floor plan. Max Fordham’s tenancy indicated by the
shaded area.

See MF Manc office floor area and meter data from Landlord.pdf in Appendix D.
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Emission factors
See Section 2.3.
Data sources
Copies of the sources of meter data (for example utility bills or reports from
our landlords) are included in Appendix D.
Metering
For our Manchester office, for electricity we have been provided with meter
readings form our landlord for our tenancy, which implies they have access
to a sub-meter. We don’t have access to this meter; we are reliant on data
from our landlord. For electricity consumption we have used the meter
reading data provided to us by our landlord.
We have been provided with whole building gas meter data by our landlord.
To estimate the gas use we are responsible for we have used this data and
scaled it in proportion to our tenancy’s floor area fraction of the whole
building (9%). This is the method recommended for the production of
Display Energy Certificates when meter readings of individual tenancies are
not available.
Building energy use and carbon emissions measurements and estimates
The details of how we have arrived at our energy consumption values along
with references to the sources of meter data are included in Appendix A.
Copies of the original meter reading data documents from our landlord and
heat meters are included in Appendix D.
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Manchester office: annual energy consumption and carbon emissions

Building floor area (MF Tenancy, NLA)
Analysis period

194 m²
from
to

01-Jan-20
01-Jan-21

Energy
Indicator
Total annual electricity consumption (grid import + on-site generated use)
Total annual gas consumption
Total annual energy consumption
Total annual electricity equivalent for gas
Total annual electricity equivalent consumption (EUI, kWheq)
Total annual electricity generated by on-site renewable sources (PV)
Total annual on-site renewable generation (PV) used on-site
Total annual on-site renewable energy (PV) that is exported, minus storage losses
Total annual electricity imported from national grid
Total annual electricity provided by High Quality Green Tariff
Total annual electricity consumption subjected to offsetting

kWh
5,258
19,562
24,821
14,672
19,930
0

kWh/m2
27
101
128
76
103
0

0
0
5,258

0
27

0

0

5,258

27

t CO2

Manchester office annual energy consumption

Total annual indirect CO2e emissions from imported electricity (Scope 2)

1

Kg CO2/m2
6

Total annual direct CO2e emissions from combustion of gas by Landlord (Scope 2)
Total annual displaced CO2e emissions from electricity generated by on-site renewable
energy sources minus storage losses
Total annual CO2 emissions (Scope 1+ 2)
Total annual net CO2e emissions
For Location and Market Based Dual Reporting see main report for 5 Office Portfolio

4

19

0.0
5
0, see Carbon Offsetting report section

0.0
25
0

Gas

MF Manchester office 18-19

Electricity

0

50

100

150

200

Annual energy consumption (kWh/m²/yr)

Manchester office electrical equivalent energy consumption with comparison to UKGBC
target

Carbon Emissions (UKGBC NZCB FD Approach)
Indicator

MF Manchester office 20-21

MF Manchester office 20-21

Electrical energy use

MF Manchester office 18-19

UKGBC NZC office interim target
(2020-2025, Tenant Energy NLA
based)

(UKGBC Tenant
Energy interim target,
electricity only)

Renewable Electricity Procurement
Indicator

Total annual electricity consumption type 1
Total annual electricity consumption type 2
Total annual electricity consumption type 3
Total annual electricity consumption all types total

Type
Unbundled REGOs (to cover supply of unknown
tariff type, owned and operated by Landlord,
assumed non-green tariff)
High Quality Green Tariff
On Site Owned (PV Array, no storage)
all of the above

kWh

%

5258
5,258

100%
0%
0%
100%

0
Note: Gas fired heating provided by
Landlord. UKGBC Tenant Energy target
type excludes this

20

40
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80

100

120

140

Annual electrical equivalent energy (kWheq/m²/yr)

Manchester office annual carbon emissions compared to previous analysis

Offsets
See main report for 5 Office Portfolio

Carbon Emission and Equivalent Energy Weighting Factors
Energy type consumed or displaced
Natural gas
Mains electricity consumed
Mains electricity displaced by on-site generation export
Electrical Equivalent Weighting factors for kWheq
Gas
Electricity

Direct emission from
GAS combusion

MF Manchester office 20-21
Carbon factor (kgCO2e / kWh)
0.184
0.233
0.316
Weighting factor (kWheq/kWhg)
0.75
1

Indirect emission due
to imported
ELECTRICITY

MF Manchester office 18-19

0

2

4

6

8

Carbon emissions (tonnes)
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Comparison to the UKGBC net zero carbon office energy use intensity
targets
The measured/estimated total annual electricity equivalent energy use
intensity for the Manchester office for the relevant period (2020-2021) was
103kWheq/m2/yr.

See Section 5 for further info.
Carbon offsetting
See Section 6.

The relevant UKGBC net zero carbon office energy target type is the Tenant
Energy type which considers only Tenant electricity use (not gas). The
UKGBC 2020-2025 interim target for this type is 70kWheq/m2/yr (NLA).
The measured/estimated electrical energy use intensity for the Manchester
office for the relevant period (2020-2021) was 27kWheq/m2/yr, 61% less
than the target.
EUI reduction action plan
The office meets the UKGBC EUI target for the period being assessed so no
action plan is required for verification of this period.
Further information on the likely future requirements for energy efficiency
improvements between now and 2035 along with proposed actions plans
are included in Appendix E: LOOK AHEAD.
Trajectory plan for ending the use of fossil fuels
Fossil fuels are currently used in the building in the boilers to provide
heating and hot water. These are owned and operated by our landlord so we
have limited influence on what can be achieved. Our proposed trajectory
plan is the following:
1.

2.

Contact our landlord by letter/phone call/meeting to pitch the case
for decarbonisation of their heating system and offering them
assistance via a feasibility study.
Undertake a feasibility study to see if we could install our own heat
pump heating system for just our tenancy.

If neither 1. or 2. yield a feasible solution then net zero verification can still
be achieved in future years so long as we demonstrate that no viable
solution could be found and/or the heating system is outside of our control.
Carbon accounting
See Section 4.
Renewable energy procurement
As far as we are aware there is no current on-site renewable energy
generation on/in the building and certainly none direct to our tenancy.
As we are tenants (not owners) We don’t have access to roof or façade areas
so we cannot add PV without permission from our landlord.
Looking ahead it is proposed to carry out a feasibility study on the potential
to increase the amount of on-site renewable energy generation. The
feasibility study should include consideration of making use of roof and/or
façade area for PV and, explore the potential of gaining permission from our
land landlord to do so.
In addition to this, we should also consider contacting our landlords to
request they consider using a green electricity tariff type. We should
consider communicating the reasons why it is important, the potential
benefits and the potential risks.
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SUMMARY DATA AND
CARBON ACCOUNTING FOR
OUR 5-OFFICE PORTFOLIO
The table on the following page provides a summary of the energy use data
and comparisons to the UKGBC net zero carbon energy use intensity interim
targets for each office, and our overall 5-office portfolio.
The results of the energy analysis show that overall, the energy use intensity
of our 5-office portfolio was 4% less than the UKGBC 2020-2025 interim
target for net zero carbon offices (using an area weighted average for the
target value).
The results also show that 4% of our total portfolio energy consumption
estimate was derived from benchmark estimates rather than meter
readings. The fact this number is small justifies the approach. As previously
stated, our EUI reduction action plans include adding meeting where
feasible to further improve measurement.
The second table provides information on the renewable energy
procurement mix and carbon accounting in accordance with the UKGBC
Renewable Energy Procurement & Carbon Offsetting report [3].
The analysis shows that 1% of our 5-office portfolio electricity consumption
was derived from on-site renewable (PV) generation and 72% from High
Quality Green Tariff grid supplies.
The carbon accounting calculation using the UKGBC NZCBF approach
concludes that the minimum amount of carbon offsetting credit we need to
purchase to meet net zero balance for this period is 38 tonnes CO₂e.
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Max Fordham 5 Office Portfolio
Analysis period

Energy Consumption, Renewable Energy Procurement and Carbon Accounting

Jan 2020 to Jan 2021

Building data

Annual Energy Use

Annual Electrical Equivalent Energy Use

Annual Electrical Equivalent Energy Use (per m²)

MF Office
Building
Bristol

Area, GIA or Gas use
NLA (m2)
(kWh)
70
6,636

Electricity
use (grid
import + onsite
generated) Total energy Total energy
(kWh)
use (kWh) use fraction
11,284
17,920
6%

Cambridge
Edinburgh

251
326

0
25,615

9,940
9,664

9,940
35,279

3%
12%

0
19,211

9,940
9,664

9,940
28,875

4%
11%

0
59

40
30

40
89

109,001
19,562

95,312
5,258

204,313
24,821

70%
8%

81,751
14,672

94,479
5,258

176,230
19,930

70%
8%

55
76

63
27

118
103

London
1490
Manchester 194
MF 5 office
portfolio
overall

2,331

Building data

MF Office
Building
Bristol
Cambridge
Edinburgh
London
Manchester
MF 5 office
portfolio
overall

160,814

131,458

2,331

Gas use
(kWh/m²)
95
0
79
73
101

69

Electrical
energy use
(kWheq/m²)
161

Total (gas +
electric)
electrical
equivalent
energy use
(kWheq/m²)
232

292,272

120,611

Annual Energy Use (per m²)

Area, GIA
(m2)
70
251
326
1490
194

Electrical
equivalent
energy due to
gas (kWheq)
4,977

Electrical
Total (gas +
equivalent
Electrical (gird electric) electrical Total kWheq energy due to
import) energy equivalent energy portfolio
gas
use (kWheq) use (kWheq)
fraction
(kWheq/m²)
11,284
16,261
6%
71

130,625

251,236

Renewable Electricity Procurement Mix*

Electricity
use (grid
import + onsite
generated)
(kWh/m²)
161
40
30
64
27

Total energy
use
(kWh/m²)
256
40
108
137
128

56

125

Unbundled
REGO (kWh)
11284
9940
9664
0
5258

High Quality
Green Tariff
(kWh)
0
0
0
94479
0

36,146
27%

On-Site
Owned
Renewable
(kWh)
0
0
0
833
0

94,479
72%
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UKGBC NZC
UKGBC NZC Offices 2020-2025
relevant energy
interim EUI
interim target type target
(2020-2025)
kWeq/m²)
Tenant (NLA)
70
Custom
Tenant+(H,V) (NLA)
Tenant (NLA)
Whole Building
(GIA)
Tenant (NLA)

131,458 0
100%

Whole
building
energy use
(kWeq/m²)

Tenant
energy use
(kWeq/m²)
161

105
70

40
30

130
70

27

Area weighted
average of the
108 above types

Energy Export

Exported onsite
All preceding
generation
types total (kWh) (kWh)
11284
0
9940
0
9664
0
95312
0
5258
0

833
1%

56

118

112

Gas boiler
owned by
Landlord
n/a
Landlord
MF
Landlord

0
0

0%
0%

-9%
-61%

0
0

Scope 1
(gross tCO2e)
0
0
0
20
0

Scope 2
(Location
based, gross
tCO2e)
4
2
7
22
5

Scope 2
(Market
based, gross
tCO2e)
0
0
0
0
0

Scope 2
(Location
Scope 1
based, gross
(gross tCO2e) tCO2e)
0
4
0
2
0
7
20
0
0
5

20

40

0

20

* As defined in UKGBC: "Renewable Energy Procurement & Carbon Offsetting", March 2021

Gross scope 1 + scope 2 combined
(tCO2e)

Renewable-Energy-Procurement-Carbon-Offsetting-Guidance-for-Net-Zero-Carbon-Buildings.pdf (ukgbc.org)

Emissions displaced due to exported
generation (tCO2e)
Net combined emissions (tCO2e)
Minimum offset credits required
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-62%
-58%

Carbon Accounting : UKGBC
NZCB Framework Approach

Location Based Market Based
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Benchmark
method
contribution
(kWh)
11284

Benchmark
method
contribution of
total portfolio
energy
consumption
4%

Difference
relative to
UKGBC 20202025 interim
EUI target
+130%

108 -4%

Carbon Accounting : Dual Reporting Approach

Gas boiler
emissions (gross
tCO2e)
1
0
5
20
4

Energy use estimates based on benchmarks
rather than meter data?

Comparison to UKGBC NZC 2020-2025 Interim Target

18
NZCBF
Approach

60

20

38

0

0

0

60

20

38
38

Gas

Elec.
y

Historic building
areas

Historic,
listed area
(m2)
70

Historic,
listed
area ( %
of total)
3%

0%
0%

1490
194

64%
8%

11,284 4%

1754

75%

RENEWABLE ENERGY
PROCUREMENT
5.1

Renewable energy procurement

Only our London office has on-site renewable electricity generation (with a
PV array). It is proposed next year to carry out a set of feasibility studies to
consider if and how renewable energy generation (e.g. PV) could be added
and/or increased to all our offices.

5.3

REGOs for our 5 office portfolio

We calculated a requirement to purchase and retire 37 REGOs. This was
attributed to 36 MWh of electricity use (in our offices other than London)
and up to 1MWh of electricity generation export in our London Office.
We purchased the REGOs using the The Plannet Zero Initiative by Redshaw
Advisors LTD. A copy of the certificate details can be seen in the adjacent
image.

Note: the REGO for renewable energy export is actually surplus to
requirement (because there was no export) this year but the same may not
be true in future years.
The Ofgem register accreditation number for the 37 REGOs is G01722NWSC.
A screen shot showing the proof of retirement from the Ofgem register can
be seen in the image below.

The Max Fordham London Office’s electricity tariff is sold by Green Energy
UK (See Section 3.1 for details). This is considered a High Quality Green tariff
by the UKGBC NZCB Framework. Using electricity from this source does not
require offsets as part of the UKGBC framework.
The Max Fordham London Office has a photovoltaic array. This is classified
as on-site owned renewable energy by the UKGBC NZCB Framework. During
analysis period (Jan 20 to Jan 21) the measured generation was 0.8 MWh.
Using electricity from this source does not require offsets to meet the
UKGBC NZCB Framework. However, for every 1MWh of electricity exported
to the grid it is required by the framework to purchase and retire REGOs
(Renewable Energy Guarantees of Origins). We do not have an
import/export meter and so cannot know the extent of electricity that we
have generated that has been exported (as opposed to used on site). We
have therefore purchased and retired 1 REGO (1MWhr) which would cover
the export of 100% of the amount of electricity generated at our London
Office during the period in question. (In our office energy analysis, we
actually assume that all the PV energy generated was used on site, so the 1
REGO is actually surplus to requirement)

5.2

Other energy procurement

Most of our offices use gas as a means for heating and generating hot water.
The framework requires us to purchase offsets for this energy usage.
We do not have control over the electricity tariffs in our offices other than in
the London Office. The electricity tariffs are selected and managed by our
landlords. We have made several requests to all landlords to understand
what tariff is being used in each building. However, information has not
been forthcoming (or confirmed to be non-green tariff type). Consequently,
for all our non-London offices we have assumed the electricity supply to be
from standard (non-green) tariffs without REGOs. We are therefore required
by the UKGBC Framework to purchase associated offsets as well as to
purchase and retire unbundled REGOs for these supplies.
It is proposed next year to consider (the suitability, benefits and risks) of
contacting our landlords to request they consider using a green electricity
tariff types. We should consider communicating the reasons why it is
important, the potential benefits and the potential risks.
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CARBON OFFSETTING
6.1

Carbon offsets for our 5-office portfolio

The results of energy and carbon emissions analysis carried out for our 5office portfolio show annual carbon emissions of 38 tCO₂e/yr.
We have decided to voluntarily pay a carbon price of 85 £/tCO₂e, exceeding
the UKGBC Renewable Energy and Offsetting guide recommendation of at
least 70 £/tCO₂e for the Leadership Transition Fund Approach. Our annual
carbon fund for this period is then £3231.
When selecting an offsetting scheme, we considered pros, cons, perceived
likelihood of success (actually reducing atmospheric CO₂ levels) and
additional benefits.

Further details of the carbon offsetting and PIU approach and schemes used,
including the registry links are included in the adjacent table. Copies of the
purchase certificates are included on the following pages.

Carbon offset
approach used
International carbon
offset standard used,
amount and type of
offset credit procured

1.

Domestic carbon unit
standard used,
amount and type of
offset unit procured

1.

Woodland carbon capture under the Woodland Carbon Code.
89 tCO2e
IHS Markit
Registry Project ID: 103000000017169
Registry link: https://mer.markit.com/brreg/public/index.jsp?entity=assignment&acronym=&categoryId=&standardId=&unitClass=&sort=project_type_name&dir=DESC&srd=false&n
ame=Woodland%20creation%20supported%20by%20Max%20Fordham%20LLP%20to%20mitigate%20the%20greenhouse%20gas%20emission
s%20from%20their%205%20offices%20January%202020%20to%20January%202021

2.

Peatland emissions reduction under the IUCN Peatland Code
89 tCO2e
IHS Markit Registry Project ID: 103000000017169
Registry link: https://mer.markit.com/brreg/public/index.jsp?entity=assignment&acronym=&categoryId=&standardId=&unitClass=&sort=assignment_date&dir=DESC&srd=false&nam
e=max%20fordham

As per the requirements of the UKGBC Renewable Energy and Offsetting
guide. The Residual Carbon Balance (38 tCO₂e,) must be covered by a
international or domestic carbon standard of the ex post type (i.e. it has
already happened). For this we purchased credits from is the Katingan
Peatland and Forest Conservation project under the VCS standard. The
project works to protect and restore a significant area of peatland in
Indonesia by helping local people build sustainable sources of income which
protect the peatland carbon sequestration for the long term. This type of
offset accounts for £570 of our total transition fund.
For the Remainder of the Transition Fund (£2661), we have chosen to
purchase pending issuance units (PIU), using UK woodland creation (UK
Woodland Carbon Code) and UK peatland restoration (IUCN Peatland Code)
projects. PIU projects are ones that are underway or planned that are
expected (but not guaranteed) to become verified offsets in the future.
The main influencing factors for choosing these types of offset and PIU
projects were a) biomass and peatland are carbon sinks, carbon sinks are
needed as part of a net zero future, b) because some of the projects are in
the UK, if we wish we can visit it to verify that it does indeed exist and c)
woodland and peatland restoration both bring other ecological benefits.

Weighted average
cost per tonne of
CO2e for carbon
credits/units bought
Transition Fund –
carbon price, cost per
tonne of CO2e (if
applicable)

The UK woodland and peatland schemes we have procured are both from
Forest Carbon and are located in Talla and Gameshope, owned by the
Borders Forest Trust. They both are priced at 15 £/ tCO₂ equating to 177
tCO₂ for the Remainder of the Transition Fund.
The projects’ objectives are to restore an area of hill ground and associated
upland valleys to their natural state following its previous intensive use as an
upland sheep farm. The location is by Talla Reservoir in the Scottish
Borders, UK.
Woodland creation absorbs CO₂ from the atmosphere during photosynthesis
of growing trees sequestering it as biogenic carbon. Peatland restoration
reduces atmospheric CO₂ concentration because peatland plants absorbs
CO₂ from the atmosphere during photosynthesis of growing which is then
sequestered as biogenic carbon in the peat.
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Leadership: Transition Fund
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Katingan Peatland and Forest Conservation. Verified Carbon Standard (VCS) Verified Carbon Units (VCU)
38 tCO2e
Registry link: https://registry.verra.org/myModule/rpt/myrpt.asp?r=206&h=154223

15 £/tCO2e

Residual carbon balance required and purchased
Transition fund voluntary carbon price
Transition fund

Residual carbon balance: Offset type 1
Residual carbon balance: Offset type 2
Residual carbon balance: Offset total
Residual carbon balance: Average offsetting cost per tonne

Remainder of the transition fund: Offset type A
Remainder of the transition fund: Offset type B
Remainder of the transition fund: Offset total
Remainder of the transition fund: Average offsetting cost per
tonne
Remainder of the transition fund: Offsetting cost
Remainder of the transition fund: Offsetting units required
Remainder of the transition fund: Offsetting units purchased

38
85
3231

tCO2e
£/tCO2e
£
Units
purchased
(tCO2e)

Cost
(£/tCO2e)

Type
Katingan VCS VCU
n/a
Total of the above

15

38

38
15

Type
Talla Woodland Carbon Code
PIU
Gameshope Peatland Code
PIU
Total of the above
15
2661
177
178

Cost (£)
570
0
570

£/tCO2e
Units
purchased
(tCO2e)

Cost
(£/tCO2e)

£/tCO2e
£
tCO2e
tCO2e

Cost (£)

15

89

1335

15

89
178

1335
2670

Copies of carbon offsetting / PIU certificates
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APPENDIX A: ENERGY
METER DATA ANALYSIS
The following pages contain energy meter (or benchmark) data for the
various offices and show how we have used this data to arrive at the energy
consumption values for each office.
The source data (such as utility bills or landlord’s reports) are listed in
Appendix D and were provided to the 3rd Party Verifier.
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7.1

London Office

London office: gas meter data analysis

London Office (Rotunda) Gas Meter Data Analysis

Jan-20 to

NOTES
Data taken from British Gas utility bills: Appendix D _ London Files\Gas
Note, we have 3 meters. 2 are in use.
The two in use meters serve a) the 1st floor boiler which also serves the 2nd floor and b) the third floor boiler.
The third with MPRN 61541503, Serial G4A00442941301 is capped off and not in use. This meter has recorded no gas flow during the entire analysis period. Hence the bill is for the standing charge only.
The one with MPRN 3386381905 was changed in January 2021, so there are 2 sets of meter readings
The lower gound floor anex (storage and plant room) is not heated.

Analysis period
From
To

Building floor areas
31-Jan-20
31-Jan-21
366 days

1st and 2nd floor (GIA)
3rd floor (GIA)

Building floor areas from drawings
958 m²
479 m²

Total GIA

Unit conversion

Jan-21

Building energy consumption

MF London Office
(all floors)
MF London Office
3rd floor

1490 m²

1m3 of gas is

11 kWhr

MF London Office
1st and 2nd floors
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Gas consumption (MWh/yr)

1. Using Data from Utility Bills and Manual Meter Readings
a) First and second floor heating and hotwater
Account Number
600233915
600233915
600233915
600233915
600233915
600233915

Bill Number
MPRN
Meter Serial Number
Info source
Reading Date
959576984
3386381905
E016K0784018D6
Online download
961678587
3386381905
E016K0784018D6
Online download
961678587
3386381905
E016K0784018D6
Online download
961678587
961678587
961688808

3386381905
3386381905
3386381905

Total data collection period
Analysis period

367
366

days
days

Analysis to data collection
period correction factor

1.00

Units used in data collection
period

6483 m3

Units used in analysis period

6465 m3

Gas energy consumption in the
analysis period
Gas energy consumption in the
analysis period
Gas energy consumption in the
analysis period
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E016K0289420D6
E016K0289420D6
E016K0289420D6

Online download
Online download
Online download

73274 kWhr/yr
73 MWhr/yr
76 kWhr/m2/yr
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Reading (m3)
28-Feb-20
31-Dec-20
19-Jan-21

12217
17175
17184

20-Jan-21
31-Jan-21
01-Mar-21

0
327
1516

Reading Type
Data Record Files (Bills)
Notes
Units used (m3)
Smart (Utility)
02_February_2020_600233915.pdf
Old meter
Smart (Utility)
Jan_2021_600233915.pdf
Utility read
Jan_2021_600233915.pdf
Utility read
Smart (Utility)
Smart (Utility)

Jan_2021_600233915.pdf
Jan_2021_600233915.pdf
February_2021_600233915.pdf

4967

New meter
1516

b) 3rd floor heating and hotwater
Account Number
Bill Number
MPRN
Meter Serial Number
Info source
Reading Date
670065791 (600258116)
963571084
61541604
E016K0393618D6
Online download
670065791 (600258116)
972606419
61541604
E016K0393618D6
Online download

Total data collection period
Analysis period

367
366

Analysis to data collection
period correction factor

1.00

Units used in data collection
period
Units used in analysis period

3161 m3
3152 m3

Gas energy consumption in the
analysis period
Gas energy consumption in the
analysis period
Gas energy consumption in the
analysis period

Reading (m3)
27-Feb-20
28-Feb-21

5384
8545

Reading Type
Data Record Files (Bills)
Notes
Smart (Utility)
03_March_2020_670065791.pdf
Smart (Utility)
Jan_Feb_2021_670065791.pdf

Units used (m3)
3161

days
days

35727 kWhr/yr
36 MWhr/yr
75 kWhr/m2/yr

c) Whole building (London Office) gas use (heating and hotwater)
Analysis period
From
To
Gas energy consumption in the
analysis period
Gas energy consumption in the
analysis period
Gross Internal area
Gas energy consumption in the
analysis period

31-Jan-20
31-Jan-21

109001 kWhr/yr
109 MWhr/yr
1490 m2
73 kWhr/m2/yr
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London office: electricity meter data analysis

London Office (Rotunda) Electricity Meter Data Analysis

Jan-20 to

Jan-21

NOTES
For consumption the data taken from Utility bill records
Copies of utility bills saved and compiled in: Appendix D _ London Files\Electricity
For PV generation the data is taken from MF's FM team's manual meter readings log book
A copy of the MF FM team log books are in the follo file: Rotunda Metering consumption comparison CURRENT.xlsx
Analysis period
From
To

31-Jan-20
31-Jan-21
366 days

Lower ground floor (GIA)
1st floor (GIA)
2nd floor (GIA)
3rd floor (GIA)
Total GIA

Gross Internal Areas
53 m²
479 m²
479 m²
479 m²
1490 m²

1. Imported Grid Electricity (From Utility Bills and Manual Meter Readings)
Data from Utility bills

MF Meter Ref

Area and Systems
Served

MPAN

Elec Utility Meter 1

1st floor electricity

1200023430932

259206

24-Oct-19

291412 Utility bill

Utility read

Elec Utility Meter 1

1st floor electricity

1200023430932

259206

27-Jan-21

311597 Utility bill

Utility read

Elec Utility Meter 2

2nd floor electricity

1200041223243

258921

24-Oct-19

285417 Utility bill

Utility read

Elec Utility Meter 2

2nd floor electricity

1200041223243

258921

27-Jan-21

300752 Utility bill

Utility read

Elec Utility Meter 3

3rd floor electricity

1200010041168

258689

24-Oct-19

759135 Utility bill

Utility read

Elec Utility Meter 3

3rd floor electricity

1200010041168

258689

27-Jan-21

797793 Utility bill

Elec Utility Meter 4

Lower ground floor
electricity (server
room)

1200041223234

258920

24-Oct-19

Elec Utility Meter 4

Lower ground floor
electricity (server
room)

1200041223234

258920

26-Jan-21

Total annual grid electricity for whole London office
Total annual grid electricity for whole London office
Total annual grid electricity for whole London office
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Account number

Meter
Reading Date Meter Reading (kWh)

94479 kWh/yr
94 MWh/yr
63 kWh/m2/yr
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Data Source

Reading Type

Data record file
Max Fordham London Office
Electrcity Meter Data.xlsx
Max Fordham London Office
Electrcity Meter Data.xlsx

Electricity
used in the
data collection Data Collection
period (kWhr) Period (days)

Collection to
Analysis period
correction
factor

Electricity used
in the data
analysis period
(kWhr)

Electricity used
in the data
analysis period
(kWhr/m2/yr) Notes

20185

461

0.79

16025
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Max Fordham London Office
Electrcity Meter Data.xlsx
Max Fordham London Office
Electrcity Meter Data.xlsx

15335

461

0.79

12175

25

Utility read

Max Fordham London Office
Electrcity Meter Data.xlsx
Max Fordham London Office
Electrcity Meter Data.xlsx

38658

461

0.79

30692

64

53530 Utility bill

Utility read

Max Fordham London Office
Electrcity Meter Data.xlsx

MF FM team log
98257 book spreadsheet

Manual read by MF Rotunda Metering consumption
FM Team
comparison CURRENT.xlsx

44727

460

0.80

35587

n/a

2. PV Generated Electrcity
Meter readings taken from MF FM team log book spreadsheet
Excerpts below

MF Meter Ref

Area and System
Served

Meter Reference
Number

Meter
Reading Date Meter Reading (kWhr)

Data Source

Reading Type

Data record file

Roof mounted PV array
Electricity Generation Meter 1 generated electricity 12005204

31-Jan-20

MF FM team log
19676.2 book spreadsheet

Manual read by MF Rotunda Metering consumption
FM Team
comparison CURRENT.xlsx

Roof mounted PV array
Electricity Generation Meter 1 generated electricity 12005204

25-Feb-21

MF FM team log
20566.2 book spreadsheet

Manual read by MF Rotunda Metering consumption
FM Team
comparison CURRENT.xlsx

Total PV generated renewable electricity
Total PV generated renewable electricity

833
1

Electricity
generated in
the data
collection
Data Collection
period (kWhr) Period (days)

890

Collection to
Analysis period
correction
factor

Electricity used
or generated in
the data
analysis period
(kWhr)

0.94

833

391

Electricity
generated in
the data
analysis period
(kWhr/m2/yr) Notes

1

kWh
kWh/m2/yr

London office annual electricity consumption
Lower ground floor electricity (server
room)

3. Total Electrcity Consumption
There is no export meter, so we don’t know how much of the PV on-sitre generated electricty is exported (or used on site).
Because the PV generated amount is small compared to the imporetedd demand it seems unlikely that much electricty is exported.
For simplicity we assume that zero PV generated power is exported, that is, it is all used on site
kWh/yr
PV generated electricity exported
PV generated electricity used on site
Total grid + PV electricty consumption on site

MWh
0
833
95312

2nd floor electricity

kWh/m2/yr
0
1
95

3rd floor electricity

1
64

1st floor electricity
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

Electricity consumption (MWh/yr)
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7.2

Edinburgh Office

Edinburgh office: electricity meter data analysis

NOTES
Electricity metered by a sub meter for our tennancy. Data provided by landlord
Gas estimated from heat meter data. We own our own heat meters measuring heat delivered to our tennnacy.

MF Edinburgh Office
Building floor area (NIA)
Measured from drawings
Building floor area (NLA)

Analysis period
From
To

326 m²
326 m²

31-Jan-20
31-Jan-21
366 days

Electricity
Data taken from meter readings provided by Landlord
Excerpts from the reports provided to us by our landlord are shown below

Meter
MF tennancy sub meter
MF tennancy sub meter
Estimate of annual electricity use
Estimate of annual electricity use
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Area and
Systems
Served
MF tennancy
electricity
MF tennancy
electricity

Meter
Reference
Number

Meter
Meter Reading Reading
Date
(kWh)

DB LP 1/1

31-Jan-20

DB LP 1/1

31-Jan-21

9664 kWh
30 kWhr/m2/yr
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Data Source
Lanlord report
139,408 and bill
Lanlord report
149,072 and bill

Reading Type Data Record Files (Bills)
Tenant Billing Charges for January
by Landlord 2020 - Electricity.pdf
Max Fordham LLP - Jan & Feb
by Landlord 21.pdf

Electricity
used in the
Data
data
Collection collection
Period
period
(days)
(kWhr)

366

9664

Data collection
to Analysis
period
correction
factor

1.00

Electricity used
in the data
analysis period
(kWhr)

9664

Electricity used
in the data
analysis period
(kWhr/m2/yr) Notes
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Edinburgh office: heat meter data analysis

Gas
Data taken from manual readings for the 2 heat meters
Excerpts for the meter data logs shown below

Meter

Area and
Systems
Served

Heat meter 1 : Left hand side

MF tenancy
heat supplied
south side
Heating Left

28-Feb-20

Heat meter 1 : Left hand side

MF tenancy
heat supplied
south side
Heating Left

28-Feb-21

Heat meter 2 : Right hand side

MF tenancy
heat supplied
north side
Heating Right

28-Feb-20

Heat meter 2 : Right hand side

MF tenancy
heat supplied
north side
Heating Right

28-Feb-21

Total heat used in the analysis period
Assumption for the combined efficiency of the
landlords source boiler and distribution system
Estimate of annual gas use
Estimate of annual gas use

Meter
Reference
Number

Meter
Meter Reading Reading
Date
(kWh)

Data Source
MF Energy
Champion
meter reading
41,107 spread sheet
MF Energy
Champion
meter reading
52,269 spread sheet

MF Energy
Champion
meter reading
30,156 spread sheet
MF Energy
Champion
meter reading
36,924 spread sheet

Reading Type Data Record Files (e.g. Bills)

Manual

Exchange Place 3 Metering Set-up
and readings 2018 -2019.xlsx

Manual

Exchange Place 3 Metering Set-up
and readings 2018 -2019.xlsx

Manual

Exchange Place 3 Metering Set-up
and readings 2018 -2019.xlsx

Manual

Exchange Place 3 Metering Set-up
and readings 2018 -2019.xlsx

Data
Collection
Period
(days)

Heat used in
the data
collection
period
(kWhr)

Data collection
to Analysis
period
Heat used in the
correction
data analysis
factor
period (kWhr)

Heat used in
the data
analysis period
(kWhr/m2/yr) Notes

366

11162

1.00

11162

34

366

6768

1.00

6768

21

17931 kWh

70%
25,615 kWh
79 kWhr/m2/yr
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7.3

Cambridge Office

Cambridge office: electricity meter data analysis

NOTES
Electricity metered by a sub meter for our tennancy. Data collected by MF

MF Cambridge Office
Floor area ( NLA)
Measured from drawings

251 m²

Analysis period
From

01-Jan-20

To

01-Jan-21
366 days

Electricity
Data taken from manual meter readings by MF staff of electricity submeter.
Excerpts from MF meter reading record spreadsheet are shown below

Meter
MF tenancy sub meter
MF tenancy sub meter
Estimate of annual electricity use
Estimate of annual electricity use

Area and
Systems
Served
MF tenancy
electricity
MF tenancy
electricity

Meter
Reference
Number

Meter
Meter Reading Reading
Date
(kWh)

L53E21694

03-Mar-20

L53E21694

03-Mar-21

9940 kWh
40 kWhr/m2/yr

Note - the closest data collection period available was march to march.
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Data Source
MF meter
101,375 reading log
MF meter
111,287 reading log

Reading Type
Manual by
MF
Manual by
MF

Data Record Files (e.g. bills, log
book etc)
J3213 - MF Cambridge Office
Electricity Meter Readings.xlsx
J3213 - MF Cambridge Office
Electricity Meter Readings.xlsx

Electricity
used in the
Data
data
Collection collection
Period
period
(days)
(kWhr)

365

9913

Data collection
to Analysis
period
correction
factor

1.00

Electricity used
in the data
analysis period
(kWhr)

9940

Electricity used
in the data
analysis period
(kWhr/m2/yr) Notes

40

7.4

Bristol Office

Bristol office: electricity estimate based on benchmark

NOTES
There are no sub meters to our office area
Gas estimates from whole building meter data
Scaled by floor area fraction
The electricity bill data we have from the Landlord is not useable. Therefore we are using bechmark data instead.
MF Bristol Office
MF tenancy floor area (NLA)
Whole building floor area (assumed NLA)
Stated on Landlord drawings + ECOM19 conversion factor
MF floor area fraction
Analysis period
From
To

70 m²
3376 m²
2%

31-Jan-20
31-Jan-21
366 days

Electricity

Meter
No meter data available
No meter data available

Area and
Systems
Served
MF tennancy
electricity
MF tennancy
electricity

Meter
Reference
Number

Meter
Meter Reading Reading
Date
(kWh)

Data Source

Reading Type Data Record Files (Bills)

Electricity
used in the
Data
data
Collection collection
Period
period
(days)
(kWhr)

Electricity used
Data collection to Electricity used in in the data
Analysis period
the data analysis analysis period
correction factor period (kWhr)
(kWhr/m2/yr) Notes

Benchmark
Notes:
Source: Appendix D _ Bristol Files
REEB : 2019 REAL ESTATE ENVIRONMENTAL BENCHMARKS
BBP_REEB Benchmarks 2019.pdf (betterbuildingspartnership.co.uk)
Reported sample size : 391 air-conditioned; 38 non airconditioned.

Energy consumption (kWh/m²/yr)
Typical practice

Substitute benchmark
Substitute benchmark value
Penalty factor for not having metered data
Resulting benchmark value
Estimate of annual electricity use
Estimate of annual electricity use

Electricity
124

Fuel&Thermals
75
Based on NLA

REEB Non Air Conditioned Typical Practice : Electricity Use
124 kWhr/m2/yr
1.3
161 kWhr/m2/yr

The Bristol office is not-air conditioned

11284 kWh
161 kWhr/m2/yr
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Bristol office: gas meter data analysis

Gas
Data taken from meter readings provided by Landlord for the whole building
Excerpts from the reports provided to us by our landlord are shown below

Unit conversion
Correction Factor
Calorific Value
Conversion hundreds ft3 to m3
Conversion m3 to kWh
1 cubic ft (ft3) equals

Meter

Landlords whole building gas meter

Landlords whole building gas meter
Total gas used in the analysis period: whole building
MF tenancy floor area factor

Estimate for gas use associated with MF's tenancy
Estimate of annual gas use

Area and
Meter
Systems
Reference
Served
Number
Whole
building heat
source
6402222SC
Whole
building heat
source
6402222SC

Meter
Meter Reading Reading
Date
(ft3)

Reading Type Data Record Files (e.g. Bills)

01-Mar-20

Utility bills from Utility
238,699 Landlord
estimate

2020 03 - Gas.pdf

01-Mar-21

Utility bills from
248,750 Landlord
Reading

2021 02 - Gas.pdf

320038 kWh
2%

6636 kWh
95 kWhr/m2/yr

Source: Appendix D _ Bristol Files\Gas
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1.02264
39.5
2.83
3.6
32 kWh

Data
Collection
Period
(days)

365

Units used in
the data
Gas used in the
collection
data collection
period (ft3) period (kWhr)

10,051

319,163.40

Data collection to Gas used in the
Analysis period
data analysis
correction factor period (kWhr) Notes

1.00

Whole
320038 building

7.5

Manchester Office

Manchester office: electricity meter data analysis

NOTES
Electricty taken from sub-meter data provided by Landlord
Gas taken from gas meter for whole building and scaled according to floor area

MF Manchester Office
MF tenancy floor area (NIA)
Whole building floor area (NLA)
Stated in email from landlord
MF floor area fraction

194 m²
2075 m²
9%

Analysis period
From
To

01-Jan-20
01-Jan-21
366 days

Electricity
Data taken from info provided by Landlord. Excerpts below.
Source: Appendix D _ Manchester Files\Electricity

Meter
Landlord sub-meter
Landlord sub-meter

Estimate of annual electricity use
Estimate of annual electricity use

Area and
Systems
Served
MF tenancy
electricity
MF tenancy
electricity

Meter
Reference
Number

Meter
Meter Reading Reading
Date
(kWh)

n/a

30-Jan-20

n/a

01-Feb-21

Data Source
Email from
111,525 Landlord
Email from
116,812 Landlord

Reading Type
Taken by
Landlord
Taken by
Landlord

Data Record Files (e.g. bills)
Manchester Meter Readings Jan
2020 - Jan 2021.JPG
Manchester Meter Readings Jan
2020 - Jan 2021.JPG

Electricity
used in the
Data
data
Collection collection
Period
period
(days)
(kWhr)

368

5287

Data collection
to Analysis
period
correction
factor

0.99

Electricity used
in the data
analysis period
(kWhr)

5258

Electricity used
in the data
analysis period
(kWhr/m2/yr) Notes

27

5258 kWh
27 kWhr/m2/yr
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Manchester office: gas meter data analysis

Gas
Data taken from Landlord readings (see Notes for emails screenshots)
Source: Appendix D _ Manchester Files\Gas

Unit conversions
m3 to kWh

Meter

Whole building gas

Whole building gas

Total gas used in the analysis period: whole building
MF tenancy floor area factor

Estimate for gas use associated with MF's tenancy
Estimate for gas use associated with MF's tenancy
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Area and
Systems
Served
Whole
building
heating and
hot water
Whole
building
heating and
hot water

Meter
Reference
Number

Meter
Meter Reading Reading
Date
(m3)

Data Source

Reading Type Data Record Files (e.g. Bills)

n/a

01-Jan-20

105225

Landlord
reading

Reading

050421 Gas
Readings_Landlord.pdf

n/a

01-Nov-20

121076

Landlord
reading

Reading

050421 Gas
Readings_Landlord.pdf

209233 kWh
9%

19562 kWh
101 kWhr/m2/yr
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Data
Collection
Period
(days)

305

11

Data collection
Units used in
to Analysis
the data
Gas used in the period
Gas used in the
collection
data collection correction
data analysis
period (m3) period (kWhr) factor
period (kWhr) Notes

15,851

174361

1.20

209233 Whole building

APPENDIX B: BUILDING
FLOOR AREAS
The following table shows floor areas reported by the UK Government
Valuation Office Agency Business Rates [16]. The information (and linked
data) provides a way that a 3rd party auditor can check the floor areas we’ve
reported and used in our analyses are reasonable.

Office

General
Address

Detailed Address
(government
record description)

London

42-43
Gloucester
Crescent
London NW1
7PE

The Rotunda (inc Pt
Rear Of Lgnd Flr
Annex) 42,
Gloucester
Crescent, London,
NW1 7PE

721004243071

https://www.tax.service.gov.uk/business-rates-find/summary/17716908000?uarn=7473842000

1,349

Cambridge

St Andrew's
House
59 St Andrew's
Street
Cambridge CB2
3BZ

Suite A 3rd Flr, St
Andrews House 59,
St Andrews Street,
Cambridge, CB2 3BZ

7690059172

https://www.tax.service.gov.uk/business-rates-find/summary/20353577000?uarn=7638958000

229

Edinburgh

Exchange Place
3 Semple Street
Edinburgh EH3
8BL

Exchange Place 3,
3(1F1) Semple
Street, Edinburgh,
EH3 8BL

Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.

328

Manchester

Carver's
Warehouse
77 Dale Street
Manchester M1
2HG

Pt 3rd Flr (right)
Carvers Warehouse
77, Dale Street,
Manchester, M1
2HG

3008635

https://www.tax.service.gov.uk/business-rates-find/summary/17361094000?uarn=6357045000

194

Bristol

Queen Square
House
18-21 Queen
Square
Bristol BS1 4NH

Suite 1.6 1st Flr 18,
Queen Square,
Bristol, BS1 4NH

13191018567

Local Authority
Ref.

130S1983(1F1)

Link to gov. data record

Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.

Valuation Office
Rateable Net
Internal Area (m2)

68
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APPENDIX C: COMMENTS
ON THE UKGBC NET ZERO
CARBON BUILDING
FRAMEWORK METHODS
The following comments and suggestions could be considered by the UKGBC
when further developing the Net Zero Carbon Building Framework. They
may also be if use to other organisations / individuals carrying out analysis,
assessments, repot witting and/or verification.
1.

Whilst writing this report it became apparent that the UKGBC net
zero carbon energy targets for offices are not suited to some
building designs. Specifically, when tenants own, operate and
meter aspects of plant such as heating and ventilation (rather than
them being provided by a landlord.) We have been in consultation
with UKGBC on this matter and have developed a method to
produce custom targets that cater for a wider range of office
building designs. This method could be adopted and published by
the UKGBC.

2.

The UKGBC current definition of electrical equivalent energy use
intensity (EUI) makes use of weighting factors for gas (and district
heating). This is different to the metrics used by RIBA and LETI. We
prefer the use of EUIs without weighting factors (to not incentivise
the use of fossil fuels and to make the metric directly related to
meter readings). If gas weighting factors are to be used, we
recommend using the 0.75 values proposed in the Verco report [6],
rather than the 0.4 value currently specified in the BBP REEB report
[9].

3.

The UKGBC Framework is clear that energy use estimate should be
based on meter readings wherever possible. In some cases, this
may not be possible. We have proposed that using benchmark
values with a penalty factor is acceptable, so long as the unmetered
energy accounts for a small fraction of the total being assessed.
This method could be considered for general adoption by the
UKGBC for inclusion in the next revision of their Framework
Definition.

4.

The UKGBC Renewable Energy Procurement & Carbon Offsetting
guide requirements are complicated and require expert consultants
(such as ourselves) to interpret and produce the reporting. We
think this is a major barrier to others adopting the framework and
pursing net zero carbon building by the UKGBC method; in
particular, for small buildings (which have much larger national
footprint, then large ones). We recommend that the UKGBC look to
simplify the guidance and reporting requirements to promote take
up. Perhaps a reduced approach for small buildings (e.g. houses)
would be beneficial?
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5.

We found the sourcing and purchasing of REGOs difficult and
expensive. We understand the intention; a) to stimulate growth of
new renewable energy generators and b) avoid double counting of
renewable generated energy contributions. However, we question
if these benefits are worth the effort. The REGOs we purchased cost
about £0.5 each, the need for our 5-Office portfolio was to cover
37MWh, so the value of the REGOs was about £20. The first
challenge was finding someone who could sell us REGOs in such
small quantities, we learnt that typically they are traded in
quantities 1000 times greater. Whilst the REGOs themselves were
valued at about £20 the consultant and administration fees to
process them was about £1000. We hope that there are much
cheaper ways to carry out the work, but to date we haven’t found
one. We propose that there could be a project size threshold,
below which REGOs would not be required.

APPENDIX D: SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS
For each office a range of supporting documents are provided. Typically
these are the copies of the sources of meter data information, such as
copies of bills or reports from our landlords.
The documents are located in the following folders that were issued to the
3rd party verifier.
•
•
•
•
•

Appendix D _ London Files
Appendix D _ Edinburgh Files
Appendix D _ Cambridge Files
Appendix D _ Bristol Files
Appendix D _ Manchester Files

The names of the files contained within are those given in the Data Record
Files column of Appendix A.

Directory and file list
+---Appendix D _ Bristol Files
| \---Gas Invoices
|
2020 03 - Gas.pdf
|
2021 02 - Gas.pdf
|
+---Appendix D _ Cambridge Files
| \---Electricity
|
J3213 - MF Cambridge Office Electricity Meter Readings.xlsx
|
+---Appendix D _ Edinburgh Files
| +---Electricity
| | +---Jan 20
| | |
Knight Frank Electricity Charges for January 2020.pdf
| | |
MAEnergy for January 2020 - Electricity.pdf
| | |
Tenant Billing Charges for January 2020 - Electricity.pdf
| | |
| | \---Jan 21
| |
Max Fordham LLP - Jan & Feb 21.pdf
| |
| \---Gas (Heating)
|
20210228 - Heat Meter Readings.jpg
|
Exchange Place 3 Metering Set-up and readings.xlsx
|
+---Appendix D _ London Files
| +---Electricity
| | | Max Fordham London Office Electrcity Meter Data.xlsx
| | |
| | \---High Quality Green Tariff Evidence
| |
258689_Jan21.pdf
| |
258689_Oct19.pdf
| |
258920_Jan21.pdf
| |
258920_Oct19.pdf
| |
258921_Jan21.pdf
| |
258921_Oct19.pdf
| |
259206_Jan21.pdf
| |
259206_Oct19.pdf
| |
Green Energy_Max Fordham_2021.pdf
| |
| +---Gas
| | +---1st and 2nd floor (DHW and heating)_600233915
| | |
02_February_2020_600233915.pdf
| | |
February_2021_600233915.pdf
| | |
Jan_2021_600233915.pdf
| | |
| | \---3rd floor (heating only)_670065791
| |
03_March_2020_670065791.pdf
| |
Jan_Feb_2021_670065791.pdf
| |
| \---MF FM team log book spreadsheet
|
Rotunda Metering consumption comparison CURRENT.xlsx
|
\---Appendix D _ Manchester Files
+---Electricity
|
050321 Electricity Data from Landlord - NZC Office verification.pdf
|
Electricity tariff.png
|
Manchester Meter Readings Jan 2020 - Jan 2021.JPG
|
\---Gas
060421 From Landlord_MF NZC.pdf
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APPENDIX E: LOOK AHEAD:
FUTURE REQUIREMENTS
2022 TO 2035

3.

We need to stop using gas boilers in London. It is estimated that
this will need to take place by 2025 at the 3rd floor and 2035 for 1st
and 2nd floors. We need to carry out a feasibility study on how this
could be achieved. The feasibility study needs to begin in 2022.

4.

Most of our energy demand is due to our London office. It is
estimated that our energy demand in London will need to reduce
by about 30% by 2025 and 40% by 2030. If we apply a historic
building concession to the heat demand (because insulating will be
very difficult) then we might expect these targets to reduce to
around 20% reduction by 2025 and 30% reduction by 2030.

5.

We should undertake a feasibility study on how we can reduce
energy demands in London in line with targets given in the previous
point. This study should begin in 2022.

6.

Manchester is the next most significant and urgent in terms of
needing to reduce energy consumption. It is estimated that our
tenancy electricity consumption will need to reduce by around 20%
by 2025 and 40% by 2030.

7.

We should undertake a feasibility study on how we can reduce
energy demands in Manchester in line with targets given in the
previous point. This study should begin in 2022.

8.

For Edinburgh, Manchester and Bristol (if decide to stay) we should
contact our landlords to encourage them to decarbonise their
heating systems and offer them support to do so.

9.

An issue to be aware of: if we increase office utilisation (for
example by hybrid working and hot desking) then our total energy
demand might decease but our energy use per m2 not significantly
decrease (and may even increase) which would make meeting the
UKGBC energy targets even harder than it already is. If this is the
case then the suggested approach is to work with UKGBC to
develop alternative, better suited performance metrics such energy
use per member of stall.

11.1 Introduction
The following sections describe what is potentially required for each office in
the future (between now and 2025,2030,2035) to meet the UKGBC Net Zero
Carbon Building Framework.
There are three general requirements:
a) ending the use of fossil fuels on site
b) attempting to procure 100% renewable energy with a priority for on-site
generation
c) reducing energy consumption to aim for the UKGBC net zero carbon
building interim targets.
Also included are some initial insights and suggestions on how we might
phase out the use of fossil fuel and / or reduce energy consumption.
The work is approximate; there are several key assumptions and areas of
uncertainty including the following:
•
•
•
•
•

It is assumed that the floor area of each office does not change.
It is assumed that the 2022 energy demand for each office will be
the same as it was in 2018-2019, i.e. the last business-as-usual noncovid affected year.
It is assumed we don’t move building for any of our offices.
It is assumed that the electrical equivalent weighting factor for gas
remains at 0.75.
We don't make use of the UKGBC heritage building energy target
concession for London, Manchester and Bristol offices (which are
all Grade II listed)

All of the above might not be the case, in which case the requirements and
suggestions on how much we need to reduce energy demands would
change.

11.2 Summary of most significant / urgent issues
and required actions
1.

If we are staying in our current Bristol office we should fit meeting
to the electrical supply and/or end uses. This process needs to
begin and be complete in 2022.

2.

If we are moving office in Bristol we should take into consideration
the energy performance and adaptability potential of the new
office we rent.
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11.3 Analysis and proposals for each office

MF Office
Building

Area
type

NLA

Area, GIA UKGBC target
or NLA
type
(m2)

70 Tena nt
(el ectri ci ty onl y)

Energy use
intensity (EUI)

UKGBC EUI Targets
(kWheq/m2/yr)

18-19 Electrical
Equivalent
Energy Use
(kWheq/m2/yr)

2020

161

2025

70

% reductions needed to meet
UKGBC EUI Targets

2030

45

2035

35

2020

2025

2030

2035

35 Not a ppl i ca bl e, beca us e the
a ctua l energy us e i s not
known. No meteri ng pres ent.
It i s es ti ma ted from a
benchma rk

Trajectory plan for stopping using fossil fuels by the next
boiler replacement cycle + Considerations to increase
renewable energy supply

Proposed action dates

Action plan for EUI reduction

Proposed action dates

Further Notes

1. Conta ct our l a ndl ord by l etter/phone ca l l /meeti ng
Sta rt
Apr 2022
to pi tch the ca s e for deca rboni s a ti on of thei r hea ti ng Interi m Report Jun 2022
s ys tem a nd bui l di ng i n genera l . Offer them a s s i s ta nce
vi a a fea s i bi l i ty s tudy.

1. Ins ta l l el ectri ci ty meteri ng i n 2022.

Sta rt
Dec 2021
Interi m Report Ja n 2022
Compl ete
Apr 2022

The pl a ns a re rel eva nt onl y i f
we s ta y i n our current Bri s tol
Offi ce. We ma y wel l be movi ng
offi ce.

2. Underta ke a fea s i bi l i ty s tudy to s ee i f we coul d
Sta rt
Apr 2022
i ns ta l l our own hea t pump hea ti ng s ys tem for jus t our Interi m Report Jun 2022
tena ncy.

2. Fol l owi ng thi s we'l l be a bl e to know i f wha t
further a cti ons i s needed.

1. Underta ke a s tudy to determi ne s ui ta bl e EUI
Sta rt
Dec 2021
ta rgets . Get confi rma ti on from UKGBC.
Interi m Report Ja n 2022
Publ i s h the cus tom EUI ta rgets s tudy fi ndi ngs on
Compl ete
Feb 2022
our webs i te (opti ona l ).
It s eems tha t the Ca mbri dge offi ce's energy
dema nd wi l l be wi thi n the UKGBC ta rget unti l 2029.
12% reducti on by 2030 i s es ti ma ted to be requi red.

The cus tom EUI ta rgets ha ve
been determi ned a nd i ncl uded
i n thi s report

If nei ther 1. or 2. yi el d a fea s i bl e s ol uti on then net
zero veri fi ca ti on ca n s ti l l be a chi eved s o l ong a s we
demons tra te tha t no vi a bl e s ol uti on coul d be found
a nd/or the hea ti ng s ys tem i s outs i de of our control .

Bristol

3. Expl ore the fea s i bi l i ty of i ns ta l l i ng PV on the
bui l di ng. If s ui ta bl e, enga ge wi th the l a ndl ord.

Sta rt
Apr 2022
Interi m Report Jun 2022

4. Conta ct the l a ndl ord to reques t el ectri ci ty ta ri ff type Sta rt
Apr 2022
i n us e. Where rel eva nt a s k the l a ndl ord to cons i der
Interi m Report Jun 2022
procuri ng a renewa bl e ta ri ff type. Expl a i n the need,
opti ons , benefi ts a nd ri s ks of renewa bl e ta ri ff types .

NLA

251 Cus tom
(es ti ma ted
ta rgets )

68

105

70

60

50

0%

0%

12%

27% 1. No ga s bei ng us ed. No on-s i te pha s e out pl a n needed.

2. Expl ore the fea s i bi l i ty of i ns ta l l i ng PV on the
bui l di ng. If s ui ta bl e, enga ge wi th the l a ndl ord.

Sta rt
Apr 2022
Interi m Report Jun 2022

Cambridge

2. Underta ke a fea s i bi l i ty s tudy on reduci ng energy Sta rt
Ma r 2024
dema nds
Interi m Report Ma y 2024
It s eems l i kel y tha t a bout 12% reducti on i n energy
dema nd wi l l be needed by 2030 , the fol l owi ng
coul d be cons i dered:
a ) l ow energy IT
b) hea t pump hea ti ng
c) l ower energy l i ghti ng
d) ma na gement procedures to i mprove effi ci ency
a nd reduce energy wa s te
Previ ous yea rs ' energy a na l ys i s s howed tha t IT
s ys tem a nd other des k s ocket l oa ds a re the ma jor
energy dema nds .
Wha t ca n we l ea rn from the Edi nburgh offi ce?

3. Conta ct the l a ndl ord to reques t el ectri ci ty ta ri ff type Sta rt
Apr 2022
i n us e. Where rel eva nt a s k the l a ndl ord to cons i der
Interi m Report Jun 2022
procuri ng a renewa bl e ta ri ff type. Expl a i n the need,
opti ons , benefi ts a nd ri s ks of renewa bl e ta ri ff types .
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MF Office
Building

Area
type

NLA

Area, GIA UKGBC target
or NLA
type
(m2)

326
70 Tena nt
(el ectri ci ty onl y)

Energy use
intensity (EUI)

UKGBC EUI Targets
(kWheq/m2/yr)

18-19 Electrical
Equivalent
Energy Use
(kWheq/m2/yr)

2020

37
161

2025

70

% reductions needed to meet
UKGBC EUI Targets

2030

45

2035

35

2020

2025

2030

2035

0%e, beca6%
35 Not a0%
ppl i ca bl
us e the6%
a ctua l energy us e i s not
known. No meteri ng pres ent.
It i s es ti ma ted from a
benchma rk

Trajectory plan for stopping using fossil fuels by the next
boiler replacement cycle + Considerations to increase
renewable energy supply

Proposed action dates

Action plan for EUI reduction

1. Conta ct our l a ndl ord by l etter/phone ca l l /meeti ng
Sta rt
Apr 2022
to pi tch the ca s e for deca rboni s a ti on of thei r hea ti ng Interi m Report Jun 2022
offeri
a s s i sl .taOffer
nce vithem
a a fea
ty
s ys tem a nd bui
l ding
ng them
i n genera
a s s i sbital ince
s tudy.
vi
a a fea s i bi l i ty s tudy.

Thetaalna
i s es
ti ma
tes tha
Edi nburgh offi ce Sta rt
Ma r 2021
2024
1. Ins
l ell ys
ectri
ci ty
meteri
ng itnthe
2022.
Dec
energy dema nd wi l l be wi thi n the UKGBC ta rget
Many2022
2024
Interi m Report Ja
unti l 2029.
Compl ete
Apr 2022
An es ti ma ted 6% reducti on i n energy dema nd wi l l
be needed by 2030.

2. Underta ke a fea s i bi l i ty s tudy to s ee i f we coul d
a fea
l i ty s tudy
i f wefor
coul
i2.nsUnderta
ta l l ourke
own
heas itbipump
hea tito
ngs see
ys tem
jusdt our
i ns tancy.
l l our own hea t pump hea ti ng s ys tem for jus t our
tena
tena ncy.

2. Fol l owi ng thi s we'l l be a bl e to know i f wha t
1. Underta
a fea
s i bi l i ty s tudy on reduci ng energy
further
a ctike
ons
i s needed.
dema nds
It s eems l i kel y tha t a bout 6% reducti on i n energy
dema nd wi l l be needed by 2030.
If we cha nge the hea ti ng s ys tem to a hea t pump
(for our tena ncy onl y), thi s wi l l proba bl y be enough.

Sta rt
Apr 2022
Sta rt m Report Jun
Apr2022
2022
Interi
Interi m Report Jun 2022

If nei ther 1. or 2. yi el d a fea s i bl e s ol uti on then net
zero veri fi ca ti on ca n s ti l l be a chi eved s o l ong a s we
demons tra te tha t no vi a bl e s ol uti on coul d be found
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opti ons , benefi ts a nd ri s ks of renewa bl e ta ri ff types .
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11.4 London office further details
Future requirements and strategy for energy consumption reductions
The current set of energy consumption data meets the UKGBC 2020 – 2025
office EUI targets, so for net zero verification of the current period no
further action or information is required with respect to improved energy
efficiency. However, the following paragraphs describe an estimate of what
will be required over the next decade or so.

2035. Boiler 2 was installed in 2004 and partially refurbished (new controls)
in 2016. The anticipated system replacement date is 2024.
Our trajectory plan for phasing out the use of fossil fuels comprises the
following:

Due to the impact of the COVID 19 pandemic (significant proportion of staff
working from home) the current set of energy data are not necessarily the
most representative of useful to use. The 18-19 data (given in the following
section) suggests that in “normal” years our London office typically
consumes about 125kWheq/m²/yr, 5% less than the UKGBC 2020 – 2025
target. So, we may not need to take any action until 2025. Looking ahead,
the UKGBC 2025-2030 and 2030-2035 targets are 90 and 70 kWheq/m²/yr
respectively, suggesting that energy efficiency reductions in the region of
30% by 2025 and 40% by 2030 could be required. That said, there are
several factors described in the UKGBC Office Energy Targets documents
that could serve to adjust these figures, these include the following:
a) concessions for heritage buildings; our London Office is Grade II Listed
b) using a “tailored approach” DEC method which allows for non-standard
hours of operation and special energy uses. This may cater for the fact that
our London Office holds the server for all offices (which contributes about
1/3 of London’s electricity demand).
Potential design options
A back of envelope spreadsheet calculation has been carried out to
estimate the energy use reductions that might be realised by replacing the
London office boilers with air source heat pumps to provide both space
heating and hot water The analysis predicts a whole building energy
consumption reduction of 20% and an electrical equivalent energy use
intensity reduction of about 10%. This is based on the following assumptions
(which may or may not be good):
a)

The electrical equivalent weighting factor does not change from
0.75 in the future
b) The building heat demand stays the same as current
c) The existing gas fired heating and hot water system (including
losses) efficiency is 70%
d) The future installed ASHP heating and hot water system (including
losses) efficiency is 280%
In this scenario the predicted EUI is 110 kWheq/m²/yr which is 20% more
than the UKGBC 2025 target of 90 kWheq/m²/yr. This suggests, that if the
London Office wished to pursue the simple, tabulated (non-tailored, nonheritage building approach) UKGBC net zero 2025 target then further
interventions than just providing heat pumps would be required.
Phasing out the use of fossil fuels
Gas boilers are used in our London office for space heating and domestic hot
water generation.
We have 2 boilers, Boiler 1 serving the 1st & 2nd floors and another (Boiler 2)
located on and serving the 3rd floor. Boiler 1 is relatively new, installed in
2016. Therefore, anticipated system replacement date would be around
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Undertake a feasibility study to establish the options for replacing
the boilers with renewable energy compatible alternatives.
7. The study will include consideration of (at least) the following
options: heat pumps for space heat and hot water, point of use
electric for hot water, direct electric space heating for hard-to-treat
areas or peak loads (subject to them meeting a small fraction of the
total energy demand), air to water systems, air to air systems,
ground source systems.
8. The study will include consideration of the need for and/or benefits
of upgrading the building fabric and/or heat emitters in order to be
compatible with the temperatures produced by heat pumps.
9. Since the anticipated replacement date of the 3rd floor boiler is
2024 the feasibility study needs to be carried out (for that area at
least) in the next two years (say by end 2023).
10. A key output for the feasibility study is to further develop the fossil
fuel phase out trajectory plan for the London office.

Further notes for those carrying out the feasibility study
Previous analyses and calculation tools for previous Rotunda heat pump
analyses can be found in the following locations:
J:\J4466\Reports\Retrofit of Heat Pumps in Non-Domestic Buildings Rev
J.pdf

6.

J:\J4466\Calcs\Rotunda Building Fabric.xls
J:\J4466\Calcs\CS 02 Costing Model.xlsx
J:\J3574\Refurb 2006\Reports\Stage C\M&E (final).doc

11.5 Cambridge office further details
Changing the electric resistance heaters to a heat pump system for space
heating with no other interventions would probably be enough to meet the
2030 target. However, most energy seems to be being used for IT
equipment so targeting reduction in this area may be a more effective and
cost effective strategy

11.6 Low energy IT systems feasibility study
initial brief
IT system are likely to incur our largest energy demand. It is essential that
we find ways to limit IT energy use. We should start a feasibility study in
2022 to look at options of achieving this. Aspects that should be considered
include (but not be limited to) the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How can reduce the amount / size of equipment whilst being able
to carry out the work we need to do?
How can we reduce the amount of time items are running when
not needed?
What are the most efficient computers available?
What are the most efficient computers available?
Should people use 2 monitors?
Could a thin-client type approach be beneficial?
Kill switch type controls
Is there any software that can help us to manage IT energy use?
Client side, server side?
Should we change to using cloud servers?
Should we solar charge our laptops?

Detailed sub meter data from 2015 showing where energy is being used. Equivalent data
isn’t available for the current period 2020-2021.
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